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Abstract 
Bellia, M. and M.E. Occhiuto, C-expressions: avariable-free calculus for equational logic program- 
ming, Theoretical Computer Science 107 (1993) 209-252. 
A relevant drawback between the theory and the current implementations of logic programming 
languages i  represented by the use of metalevel structures, like substitutions, and mechanisms, like 
mgu and instantiation, to deal with the substitution rule. Substitution rule is highly involved in the 
formalization of proof procedures, including narrowing and resolution. We put the substitution rule 
as an additional operator, mgi, of the algebra of the language terms and provide them with 
a variable-free abstract representation, c-expressions. A formal definition of the operations of the 
algebra is given through rules which, replacing equal by equal define a calculus having a special class 
of c-expressions as normal forms. The calculus provides for a formal construction of reduction 
machines for unification, rewriting and narrowing, all having c-expressions as programs. 
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Equational systems occur in a variety of fields including algebra, logic and com- 
puter science see [26,19] for a survey. Well known in computer science is Kleene’s 
characterization of computability as well as the use of equations to formalize function 
definition in applicative languages (rewriting systems), abstractions on data (abstract 
data types), and on programs (systems pecifications). More recently, equations are 
used, see [20] for a survey, to 
l extend the functional programming paradigm with some typical logic program- 
ming features, 
l define a programming paradigm integrating the functional and the logic ones. 
The leading idea surrounding both approaches is to act on l-variables [36,45], i.e. 
existentially quantified variables, adding them to functional expressions or constrain- 
ing their behavior in predications. Most technical solutions, see [l l] for a survey, are 
essentially based on the use of the narrowing algorithm [24], NA, as a, possibly 
additional, deduction procedure to prove, in equational theories, existentially quanti- 
fied formulas of the form 3x 7i (x) = q(x). Let us consider an equational anguage 
whose programs are equations of the following form: 
(a) + (O,z)=z, 
(b) + (S(z), w) = S(+ (z, w)). 
The language operational semantics (rewriting, reduction) allows us to reduce 
a ground term (i.e. a term containing no variables) to its normal form (value). If some 
syntactic conditions are satisfied (e.g. if the left parts are not unifiable), term reduction 
is deterministic. As an example, the term + (S(O), 0) is reduced to S(0) in two steps. 
Adding l-variables essentially means that existentially quantified variables may 
occur in the term to be evaluated. As a consequence, the top-level task need to change 
from term symbolic reduction to proving reducibility of two terms in the theory (or 
unifiability modulo the theory). Let us consider an example, using equations (a) and 
(b), where the formula to be proved is: 
+(x,0)= S(0) (find terms for x such that an identity appears). 
(1) [By equation (a)] x =0 and the new goal is O=S(O), which is NU and NMR 
(failure 1). 
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(2) [By equation (b)] x = S(z,) and the new goal is S(+ (zl, 0)) = S(O), which is NU and 
by simplification becomes + (zi , 0) = 0. 
(2.1) [By equation (a)] z1 =0 and the new goal is 0 = 0, which is U [successful 
termination with answer x = S(O)]. 
(2.2) [By equation (b)] zi = S(zz) and the new goal is S(+(z,, 0)) = 0, which is NU and 
NMR (failure 2). 
The terms NU, NMR and U stand for not unifiable, no more reducible and 
unifiable, respectively. The simple example shows the role of l-variables. Moreover, it 
can be considered as an example of narrowing derivation if some conditions are 
satisfied. On the nature of these conditions, we will come back later when NA will be 
formally discussed. For the moment, we see that NA is a combination of ordinary 
first-order unification, which gives us the sufficient conditions to stop, and (immedi- 
ate) narrowing, which gives us the conditions to apply equations. Narrowing a term is 
applying to it the minimum substitution such that the resulting term is reducible, and 
then reducing it [28]. In this definition we see that (immediate) narrowing is a combi- 
nation of the substitution rule and of rewriting. The substitution rule lifts from 
a formula F to some instance of it. In the example, at step 1, narrowing lifts from the 
formula F = +(x,0) = S(0) to the formula F’ = + (0,O) = S(0) which can be rewritten, by 
equation (l), as O=S(O). Robinson’s mgu [47] in connection with instantiation is 
widely used to support the substitution rule. In the example, the left part of F, 
Tl = +(x, 0), is first unified with the left part of equation (l), Tz = +(O,z), resulting in 
the substitution {xtO,ztO}. Then formula F is instantiated with such mgu, obtain- 
ing F’. Substitutions come out as the building blocks for the substitution rule. 
Nevertheless, substitutions, mgu and instantiation are not in the language. Rather, 
they belong to the metalevel which applies the substitution rule to formulas getting 
new formulas as a whole. 
Almost all implementations of logic languages, including the ingenious WAM [52], 
do not provide any specific structure for substitutions because it is considered 
uselessly expensive. Rather, variable bindings are maintained local to formulas in 
which such variables occur, involving implementation structures not really close to 
the structure of formulas. The correspondence between the theory and its implementa- 
tion is highly compromised: Implementations are sometimes obscure, correct imple- 
mentations are hard to derive and proving correctness is difficult and not completely 
satisfactory. The more sophisticated the implementation, the bigger is the gap. For 
instance, the popularity of WAM dates back to 1983 but we waited until 1990 [2] to 
have a real tutorial of it, and Kursawe’s formal construction [33] contains a reason- 
able justification of WAM correctness rather than a formal proof. More recently, [SO] 
provides WAM for an abstract definition and, based on a SLD interpreter extended 
mainly with WAM first call, proves the equivalence between the execution of a com- 
piled Prolog program and the interpretation of its source. 
A similar gap between theory and implementation arises from the b-rule in A 
calculus. Substitutions are here bindings for &variables, i.e. universally quantified 
variables. Again substitutions are metalevel structures. To overcome the use of 
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substitutions (environments) in the implementation of functional languages, [Sl] 
used Shonfinkel’s combinatory logic which rules A-variables out of closed L-expres- 
sions introducing a class of combinatory operators. p-rule is replaced by the rules for 
combinators whose behavior can be expressed within the language. This is the main 
attractive feature of the combinatory approach, whose consequences are [27]: 
l increasing parallelism, i.e. combinatory expressions can be reduced in any order; 
l full laziness, i.e. each subexpression can be directly replaced by its redex; 
l efficient replacement, i.e. no variable-binding constraints have to be checked during 
the overwriting of a subexpression; 
l pure reduction, i.e. computation does not require the creation, maintenance and 
access of environments. 
A different approach has been recently presented in [l] which defines the Ao- 
calculus. This calculus is a refinement of the 13. calculus which has substitutions within 
the language and, hence, explicitly manipulated in the i-expressions. 
Moving from Reynolds’s algebra of atomic formulas [46], we address a similar 
approach to deal with narrowing in equational anguages. The idea is to put explicitly 
in the language a specific operator for the formulas, the most general instance, mgi, 
which combining mgu and instantiation, becomes a substitution rule for narrowing 
(and other proof procedures including resolution [12, 141). In this way: 
l Since the substitution rule is supported by a formula manipulation operator, rather 
than an operator for variable bindings as in unification, neither the language nor 
the metalanguage need to include substitutions any more. 
l Moreover, mgi belongs to the language; hence, 
- applying the substitution rule consists in writing down a formula involving mgi 
and 
- formulas are provided with an abstract syntax which rules variables out. 
l The narrowing procedure is expressed in the language itself through a suitable 
combination of formula manipulation operators, including an operator for rewriting. 
Our notion of (algebra of) formula is formally introduced in Section 3, immediately 
after a preliminary section introducing notation and recalling fundamental facts 
about terms, formulas, unification and substitutions. Section 4 introduces combina- 
tors as formula-manipulation operators, and Section 5 uses them to provide formulas 
with a variable-free abstract syntax: c-expressions. Relations among separate compila- 
tion, composition of independent formulas and renaming are discussed in Section 6. 
Section 7 introduces the notion of normal form for c-expressions and provides for 
rules reducing any c-expression to its normal form. In Section 8, the resulting calculus 
is the core of a reduction machine for mgi, formally derived, hence correct, having 
c-expressions as programs. Section 9 shows a reduction machine for unification 
straightforwardly derived from the machine for mgi. Eventually, using c-expressions 
to compile both equational theories and formulas, we extend the reduction machine 
for mgi to a reduction machine for term rewriting, Section 10, and to a reduction 
machine for narrowing, Section 11. All such machines have suitably extended c- 
expressions as programs. 
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2. Preliminaries 
A free C-algebra on V is a pair (Z, Y), where Z= u Ci is a set of constructors 
indexed by the arity i, i.e. FEZ,,ity(/) and Y is a (possibly denumerable) set of 
variables. The set of Z-terms, C(T), includes v and is the transitive closure under 
application of constructors to C-terms. The application of the constructor F to 
C-terms h 1 ,..., h,isdenotedby(Fhi... h,), where, conventionally, constructors begin 
with a capital letter, and variable symbols with a lower case letter. Z-terms are often 
considered as finite ordered trees, labelled with constructors from C and variables 
from Y. Usually, Z-terms are equipped with the following operators, for Z-terms h, g 
and path p: subterm selection, h/p, subterm replacement, h[p+g] and the operator 
Var(h) which computes the set of variables occurring in h. It is also convenient o 
consider an occurrence operator, occ(h, h’)= { p 1 h/p = h’}. 
We can extend to Z-tuples all the above operations. C-tuples are ordered structures 
of the form (h, . ..h.), where hi’s are C-terms. Formally, Z(V)*= UC(Y)“, where 
Z(Y)” for each natural n is the set of tuple of length n. The index n is called tuple order. 
When n=O, C(%‘“)“=(Vo} is the singleton set containing the special value V”. 
Z-terms are 1-tuple terms. 
Dealing with proof procedures for first-order theories, presented on C(Y), we need, 
in addition to the previously mentioned operations for term manipulation, operations 
for term transformation. Hence, we have the most general unifier, mgu, which, 
according to Robinson’s definition [47], maps sets of C-terms into substitutions. 
A substitution 8 is a mapping from variables into C-terms, i.e. &Y’-+C(9’). Substitu- 
tions are closed w.r.t. composition and partially ordered by 8p <, 0 for each 0, p and 
composition 8~. Under some conditions (idempotent) substitutions, completed with 
the bottom I, define the complete lattice [I, <,I having identity, E, as top element 
[22]. This lattice is fundamental to algebraically formalize the notion of mgu. Given 
a set of C-terms S = (h, , . . . , h,}, mgu(S) is th e 1 east upper bound, lub, in [Z, <,I of all 
the substitutions 13 which collapse S into a singleton set SO, i.e. hItI= ... = h,$. 
Substitutions introduce the additional operator of (term) instantiation, which for 
each substitution 0 and C-term h is defined by ht3 = B(h) if heT and by (F hl . . .h,)B = 
(Fh16...h,B) if h=(Fh 1 . . .h,). Obviously, C-terms are closed w.r.t. instantiation with 
any 8, except for 1. We can extend Z-terms to include the special term I in a way that 
h_L= I holds for each Z-term h. When 8 is a permutation, i.e. it bijectively maps 
T-tY/‘, he computes a variant of h and h0 is also called a renaming of h. 
Renaming and instantiation are remarkable not only because they made mgu 
effectively usable in the substitution rule, also because they induce on C-terms, an 
equivalence and an ordering relation, respectively. For each permutation p and 
Z-term h, we have hpx h. Equivalence x is called variant relation. Using instanti- 
ation, we have for each substitution 6’ and each C-term h, he c h. The relation c is 
a preorder but for each C-terms h and g, we have h <g and g <h if and only if h x g. 
Hence, < is a partial ordering on Z(Y)/% and [Z(Y)/x, <] is a complete lattice 
having the variable term as top and _L as bottom [46]. Each set S of C-terms has 
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greatest lower bound, glb. When S contains only C-terms having no colliding vari- 
ables, i.e. no variable occur in distinct terms, mgu collapses S just into the greatest 
lower bound of S. Hence, glb(S) z S mgu(S) holds for each set S of Z-terms modulo z; 
in particular, when S is not unifiable, S is collapsed into I and terms in S do not have 
any ground atomic instance in common. 
3. C-tuples as first-order formulas 
Reynolds’s algebra [46] of atomic formulas is a homogeneous algebra of Z-terms, 
which are made isomorphic to atomic formulas of first-order predicate language 
extending C to include a separated set of prediction symbols, and putting the variant 
relation z as a congruence on C(Y). The algebra is equipped, among other, with the 
operator gci which computes the glb of (finite) sets of terms. Reynolds used mgu and 
possibly renaming to implement gci. C-terms are closed w.r.t. gci. This has the nice 
property that dealing with glb’s of C-terms we do not need mgu as a first class 
operation, thus standing within our algebra. Unfortunately, gci is not enough to 
describe the substitution rule of procedures like narrowing, which, in addition to 
compute glb of terms as for T, and T, in the introductory example, needs also 
to instantiate generic formulas, as F in the example, with the mgu of Tl and G. 
Moreover, we cannot deal with atomic formulas which cannot be broken into 
subformulas. For this purpose we introduce C-tuples. 
The lattice properties of [C(V)/ x, <] can be extended to C(V”)“/x for each tuple 
order n. We have (h,...h,)8=(h,~...h,~)<(h,... h,) and, the tuple of n distinct vari- 
ables, V”, and I are the top and the bottom, respectively. Then the sum of such 
lattices, [Z(V)*, <I, is the complete lattice of C-tuples having V” as top and _L as 
bottom. Hence, Reynolds’s algebra is easily extended to the algebra of C-tuples. 
Especially, C-tuples are made isomorphic to linear structures of atomic formulas in 
prenex universal form, in the same way Reynolds did for C-terms. Moreover, formulas 
occurring in a tuple are quantifier-free, having all the variables bound in the implicit 
prefix. 
Moving to C-tuples, we can extend on [C(V)*/%, <] all the term transformation 
operators, especially mgu and instantiation. But this will bind the algebra of C-tuples 
to the algebra of substitutions which is quite complex [41], not completely adequate 
[14], and leads to a nonhomogeneous algebra, including substitutions, as additional 
terms of the algebra. Therefore, we introduce the most general instance, mgi, which 
combines mgu and instantiation. 
Given a C-tuple H of order n, for each i,jE[l,n], mgi(i,j,H)=lub{TI T<H and 
T/i = T/j}. Hence, we have mgi(i, j, H) z H mgu(H/i, H/j) [12, 141. C-tuples are closed 
w.r.t. mgi, and we have for each set S = {It,, . . ., h,} of closed atomic formulas, 
gci{h,, . . . . h,}zglb{hI, . . . . h,}~(mgi(l,2,(h,gci{hz,...,h,}))/l). Moreover, given a 
formula F and the terms Ti and G, the instantiation of F with the mgu of { TI, G} is 
computed by mgi(l,2, (Tl T2 F))/3. 
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The algebra of Ztuples is again homogeneous having gci replaced with the more 
general mgi. In addition to compute the glb of sets of terms, now considered as 
subformulas of some tuple, mgi propagates the variable bindings to the other subfor- 
mulas in the tuple, as F above. In this way, mgi combines mgu and instantiation 
within the algebra of C-tuples, and is, in fact, a substitution rule for narrowing. In the 
sequel, we will use mgi&, h2) as an abbreviation for mgi(l,2, (h,, h,)). 
Note that mgi is an operation on C(Y”)*/w and this is why mgi(i,j,H)z 
Hmgu(H/i,H/j). We can extend mgi on Z(V)* requiring that mgi(i,j,Hp)= 
mgi(i,j,H)p for any permutation p. In this case, we also have, mgi(i,j, H)= 
H mgu(H/i, H/j), for any unification algorithm. 
A final remark concerns x , which is not a congruence when Z(Y) is equipped with 
constructor application. In fact, although xx y for any pair of variables x and y, we do 
not have (F x y) x (F y y). We overcome this point flattering the structure of Z-terms. In 
this way, Z(V) is the algebra of Z-terms with all the above-mentioned operations 
except constructors application and z is a congruence. Similarly, we do for Z(V)*. In 
this case, we do not have, in addition, any tuple formation operator; especially, we will 
consider (h, . . .h,) as notation to express the n-tuple H having H/i=hi for each 
iE[l,rr]. 
For a deeper presentation of the algebra of Z-terms refer to [46], for the algebra of 
C-tuples in the calculus of open and closed formulas refer to [14]. For unification, 
features and problems are widely discussed in the recent book [30], the structure of 
substitutions is in [22], a systematic revision of substitutions in the calculus of mgu is 
in [35,31-J, an algebra of substitutions is discussed in [41]. 
4. C-expressions 
In Fig. 1, we extend the algebraic structure of Z-tuples with an operator for 
construction which, applied to a constructor C of arity k and to a C-tuple, shrinks 
contiguous k terms into a term having C as the main constructor, and such terms as 
R : Z(Y-)“+Z(V) 
(For each HE,?(V)“), xH = H, 
r__:X,xN~~(Y)“-rC(~)“-“+l 
(For each C,,E&,, jc[l,n--a+ 11, HEZ(^Y)“), 
f(C.,j)H=(H/l...H/j-l(C,Hfj...H/j+a-l)H/j+a...H/n), 
Eq[-,-1: N x N-*Z(Y)“+Z(Y) 
(For each i<je[l,n], HEC(V)“), 
Eq([i,j]) H=mgi(i,j, H). 
N are positive integers, Z(V)” are Z-tuples whose order is the natural n, including 0 [Z(V)” is the singleton 
containing the null tuple VO], X,, are a-a&y constructors. 
Fig. 1. Combinators. 
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arguments, and an operator for syntactic equality among terms of a Z-tuple. To 
complete the resulting algebraic structure, one more operator is introduced to express 
identity. 
Operators II, t and Eq are called combinators and transform C-tuples in different 
ways. Combinator n is identity. Construction, t, applied to a-arity constructor C,, 
replaces the Z-terms H/j, . . . , H/j + a- 1 with the Z-term having C, as main con- 
structor and such C-terms as arguments. Equality, Eq, embeds directly in the C- 
structure the already mentioned mgi operation. We assume that all the combinators 
compute the undefined Z-tuple I when applied to 1. In addition, Eq( [i, j])H results 
in I when mgu(H/i, H/j) = 1. All the above operators are parametric in the order n of 
the Z-tuples to which they can be applied. Constraints on the indexes i, j occurring in 
the combinators are quite obvious except for i <j in the equality. This constraint is not 
really a limitation and is motivated only by technical reasons on the form of reduction 
rules introduced in Section 7. Examples of applications of combinators are the 
following. 
t(0, 1) v”, 4x3 Y), T(S, 1) x, 
tc+t lmJ? 1)x), t(+, 1WiCL2l(xy)), 
where Z includes 0, S and + of arity 0,l and 2, respectively. For brevity sake, we write 
C(j) and [i, j] instead of t(C, j) and Eq[i, j]. For instance, previous expressions can 
be now written as 
O(1) v”, S(l)% +(1)(0(1)x)? +(1)([192l(xY)), 
and they compute 0, (S x), (+ 0 x), (+ x x), respectively. 
Extending C-tuples in this way shows that C-tuples are no more relevant. All they 
represent is well-expressed using only combinators. Especially, variables occurring in 
a C-tuple are either distinct from one another or, when colliding, define a syntactic 
equality among their different occurrences; this is well-expressed by the combinator 
Eq. We then introduce c-expressions as the set of all the expressions containing only 
the previous combinators. 
C-expressions are formally defined in Fig. 2. Examples of c-expressions are the 
following: 
71, S(l), +(1)0(l), +u)cLa (+(1)0(1))(+(1)C1,21). 
In Section 5, we will see that C-tuples are embedded into c-expressions and that the 
structure of c-expressions is richer than that of C-tuples. We conclude this section 
looking at the algebraic structure of c-expressions and at some relevant properties. 
Firstly, we note that c-expressions are closed w.r.t. composition. 
Proposition 4.1. C-expressions are a monoid having composition as binary operation 
and IK as identity. 
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k n:n->n, 
I-[i,j]:n->n, i<jCn, 
kC.(j):n->n-a+l, ndj+a-1, 
n is any nonnegative integer and max{i,j} is the maximum between i and j. 
Fig. 2. c-expressions. 
Proof. Composition is associative. 0 
It allows to remove parentheses from c-expressions and offers a linear reading for 
them. For instance, (+(1)0(1))(+(1)[1,2]) is the same as +(1)0(1)+(1)[1,2]. 
C-expressions are mappings from Z(V)* into Z(V)*. A type n->m is associated 
with each c-expression and if n - > m is a correct type for T, then T: n - > m maps from 
z(V-)“+i into Z(V)m+i for each nonnegative integer i. Hence, note the form of the 
expression defining the type of the composition which takes into account the case in 
which T1:nl->ml and T,:n2->m2 are such that m2fnl. 
The value n of any correct type n - > m is such that n > nb for some nonnegative 
integer nb while the value m depends on n, and we have m = n + mb for some (possibly 
negative) integer mb. 
Proposition 4.2. For any T, a pair nb,mb of integers exists such that n 2 nb and 
m = n + mb for any n - > m which is a correct type for T. 
Proof (By induction on the structure of T). For T= 72, nb=mb=O. For T= [i, j], nb=j 
and mb = 0. Foi T= C,(j), nb =j+ a - 1 and mb = 1 -a. Finally, let Tl and T2, with 
nlb,mlb,n2b,m2b9 esuch that nl anlb, ml =nl +mlb and n2an2b, m2=n2+m2b for 
any nl -> ml and n2 - > m2 which are correct for Tl and T,, respectively. Then 
nb=max{n2b,nlb-m2b), mb=mI+m2-(nl+n2) are such that n>Q,, m=n+mb for 
any correct type n -> m of Tl T2. In fact, by definition n --> m is correct if 
n=max{n2,n2+(nl-m2)) and m=max{ml,ml+(m2-nl)}, and we have n2an2b 
and n2+(nl-m2)=n2+(nl-(n2+m2b))~nlb-m2b; mOreOVer, m-n=ml+m2- 
(nl +n2). 0 
The values nb and nb + mb are lower bounds, respectively, for the order n of the tuples 
to which the c-expression can be applied and for the order m of the tuples resulting 
from such an application. They depend on the indexes of constructions and equalities 
occurring in the c-expression. Hence, given any T, nb - > nb + mb is a correct type 
which depends only on the structure of T and is the most general type for it. Consider, 
for instance, T= +(1)0(l). It has most general type 1--> 1; hence, given any hEZ(Y)‘, 
we can apply T to h, resulting into the 1-tuple Th= +(l)O(l)h=(+ Oh). Moreover, 
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given any tuple (~H)EZ(V’^)‘+~, for arbitrary naturals k, T(hH), results in the 
1 + k-tuple + (l)O( l)(h H) = ((+ 0 h) H). For T of any other correct type the situation is 
very similar but we cannot, for instance, express Th. Almost all the considerations in 
the sequel apply to T independently of the type. In such cases, the type is omitted and 
we can consider c-expressions as untyped expressions which have, when needed, the 
most general type. 
C-expressions preserve variants, i.e. they map =-congruent uples into z -congru- 
ent tuples. Consider, for instance, the c-expression T= +(1)0(l). If we apply T to 
H = (+ x y), we obtain the C-tuple H’ = (+ H 0) = (+ (+ x y) 0), and for any variant H8, 
T(H0) computes to a variant H” of H’. Moreover, Proposition 4.3 shows that such 
a variant is just H’8. 
Proposition 4.3. For each c-expression T of type n->m, for each HEZ(~‘“)” and for 
each permutation 8 we have T(H8) =(TH)O. 
Proof (By induction on the linear structure of c-expressions). Trivial for rc. For con- 
structions we note that C,(j)(H8)=(H/M...(C,H/jO...H/j+a- le)...H/ne)= 
(H/lfI...(C,H/j...H/j+a- l)e...H/nO)=(C,(j)H)B. While for equalities we recall 
that mgi(i,j, H@=mgi(i, j, H)& for each permutation 8. 0 
Proposition 4.3 means that if the c-expression T: n->m is such that TV= H, for 
some tuple of n distinct variables V, then T can be used to compute any variant, HO of 
H simply applying T to VB. Hence, T is representative of the entire class H/z. 
We can extend z-congruence to c-expressions in the following way. 
Definition ( - ). 
(VT, :n-->m, TZ:n->mEc-expression), 
T,-T, if and only if (VHEC(Y)~) T,Hz:T,H. 
Consider, for instance, 
r, =S(I)S(2)Cl, 21, Tz =w)w) CL 21, 
with SEC,. We note that TI and T2 have most general type 2->2 and we can easily 
prove that for any C-tuple H of order n 2 2 we have z H = G H; hence, 57 N T2. 
Actually, Ti and G differ for the order of independent constructions, but we see that 
such an order is unessential; in fact, they both map C-tuples in the same way, so that 
everywhere T, occurs we can replace it with T,. Consider now T, = [l, 2]S(l). Even 
though, for any pair of distinct variables V* =(x y), we have 
T3 is not --congruent to TI and, hence, to T2. As a matter of fact, consider 
H =(x (S y)), then &H # z H = &H. In fact, & means something more than Ti and &, 
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since it requires also that the first and second components differ for the construction S, 
constraining the second component to be either a variable or a term having main 
constructor S. 
Proposition 4.4. (a) C,(i)C,( j)-C,( j)C,(i+ b- 1) when i>j; 
(b) Ci, jlC,(k)-C,(k)CH(a, i, k),fWj, k)l when W(U); 
(4 Ckjl Ci’J’l- Ci’,j’l GUI; 
(d) IIT- T- Tq for any c-expression T; 
where H(a, i, j) = i if i c j, H(a, i, j) = i + a - 1 if i > j. 
Proof. (a) 
C,(i)C,(j)H=C,(i)(H/l...(CbH/j...H/j+b-l)...H/n) 
=(H/l...(C,H/j...H/j+b-l)...(C,H/i...H/i+a-l)...H/n) 
=C,(j)(H/l...Hlj...H/j+b-l...(C,H/i...H/i+a-l)...H/n) 
= G(j)C,(H(b, i,j))H. 
The other cases lead to straightforward simplifications of this proof and are in 
Appendix A. 0 
The --congruence is further exploited in Section 7 to define normal forms and 
a calculus to deal with unification problems in Z-tuples. 
5. C-terms into C-expressions 
We now see that the structure of C-terms can be embedded into the structure of 
c-expressions. A mapping q from C-terms into c-expressions i  obtained according to 
Fig. 3. 
q maps C-tuples into c-expressions. Especially, for HECK, if H contains n vari- 
able symbols, then q(H) has most general type n->m. In fact, funct maps any 
constructor into a construction, while mu1 maps multiple occurrences of variables into 
var: q(V)=rr if occ(V, V/k)={k} for each l<k<n, 
funct: ~(Vm-l(C,H”)H)=C,(m)~(Vm-lH”H), 
mul: q(V[j<-V/i])=[i,j]q(V) if occ(V, V/k)=(k) f oreach l<k,<i<j<n, andocc(V,V/j)={j}, 
where Vm- 1 is any Z-tuple of m - 1 variables, H” is a Z-tuple of n Z-terms (possibly n = 0), H is any Z-tuple, 
V is any Z-tuple of n variables. 
Fig. 3. q-abstraction. 
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equalities and, finally, var maps any tuple of distinct variables into rc. This operation 
reminds Curry’s abstraction for i-terms, and provides for a compilation of Z-tuples 
into c-expressions which, similar to Shonfinkel’s formulas, are structures of pure 
operators. In fact, q(H) behaves like an abstraction, [Var(H)]H, of Var(H) from 
H and Proposition 5.2 shows that ([Var(H)] H)Var(H)x H. Another interesting 
analogy comes from De Bruijn’s [ 173 notation for A-terms, where variables occurren- 
ces are replaced with positive integers according to the A-binders of the variables. The 
effect is similar to our use of tuple indexes but the framework is completely different 
and, further we use tuple indexes not only to refer to variables positions. 
We now see that q embeds C-tuples into a strong subclass of c-expressions which is 
called CEIl due to the special form of c-expressions in it. In fact, given any C-tuple H, 
only funct can be applied until constructors occur in H, thus producing a composition 
of the corresponding constructions. When H is a tuple of nondistinct variables, mu1 
can be performed reducing, from left to right, multiple occurrences of variables and 
producing equalities on the corresponding tuple indexes. Eventually, when H is 
reduced to a tuple of distinct variables, var produces n. CEJ7 expressions are formally 
defined below as a composition of the three parts: C, any composition of construc- 
tions, E, any composition of equalities, n, only identity 7~. 
Definition (CEIL). 
n=x, 
where c is any construction, e is any equality. 
Looking at the definition of q as a rewriting system, we obtain a compilation of 
C-tuples into c-expressions. The process is confluent and terminating. 
Proposition 5.1. Rules of ‘1 dejine a conjluent and terminating rewriting system reducing 
C-tuples in CEll expressions. 
Proof. Conjluence: q occurs only once in the left part of each rule with a different 
argument for different rules. Hence, the system has no critical pairs; hence, it is locally 
confluent and, since it is terminating, it is confluent. 
Termination: Rule funct replaces applications of q to tuples containing k symbols 
with applications of 9 to tuples containing k- 1 symbols. Rule var removes the 
application of v], while rule mu1 replaces the application of v to tuples of variables 
containing k occurrences of the same variables with the application of ‘1 to tuples of 
variables containing k- 1 occurrences of the same variables. 
Normal form: Trivial. 0 
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As an example, consider the C-tuple H=(x(+ (SX) y)) and apply the rules of q, 
rl(H)=+(2)1(X(SX)Y) (funct) 
=+(2)S(2)1(xxy) (funct) 
=+(2)S(2)[1,2]~(xx’y) (mult) 
=+(2)S(2)[1,2171 (var). 
Theorem 5.2. For each C-tuple H # J_ containing n occurrences of variables, 
q(H) V”x H for any Z-tuple V” of n distinct variables. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of C-tuples according to the following 
well-founded ordering: H<H’ if H=(hI...hi...hi+O_l . ..h.) and H’=(hI...(C,hi... 
hi+,_ ,)...h,), or H and H’ are both n-tuples of C-variables which differ only for the 
variable H/i which is replaced in H’ with a variable which occurs exactly once at 
the left of H/i (and possibly many times at the right), i.e. H/k= H’/k for k#i, and 
occ(H, H/i)= {i}, oc~(H’,H’/i)={i~<i<~~~<i,}. For the complete proof see 
Appendix A. 0 
Theorem 5.2 does not apply when H = 1. In this case, q(H) is not defined. This 
means that CEZZ does not (but general c-expressions do) contain any c-expression 
which computes 1. On the contrary, when H # I, CEl7 contains q(H) which com- 
putes any variant of H, including H itself. In fact, for each H, V” can be chosen (and 
Proposition 4.3 suggests the way) such that q(H) V” = H. Proposition 5.3 shows that 
q(H) is representative of the entire class of variants of H, i.e. H/z. 
Proposition5.3. Foreach H1,H2~C(Y)m-{_L}, H1zH2 ifandonly ifq(H1)=q(H2). 
Proof. If: By Theorem 5.2, q(H1)V”xH1 and v(H2)V”xHZ; if q(H1)=q(H2) then 
HIxHz. 
Only if: We must show that u(H1)=q(HIp) for any permutation p. Immediate 
when H, is a tuple of distinct variables: Hip is a tuple of distinct variables and 
q(H,) = TC = q(H1 p). The proof can be completed using induction on C-tuples ordered 
as in the proof of Theorem 5.2. •i 
We conclude noting that CEZl/m is isomorphic to (Z(V)* - (I})/ x: This means 
that any CEZI is not an undefined C-tuple, and conversely, any not-undefined Z-tuple 
is a CEl7. Outside CEl7, c-expressions yield the computations of mgi and the solution 
of the corresponding unification/instantiation problems. Such computations can 
result in some defined Z-tuple or in 1. We will use CEI;I as the normal form for 
general c-expressions defining successfully unification problems. This will be discussed 
in Section 7. Section 6 concludes the compilation of C-tuples extended with a tuple 
formation operator which preserves x-congruence. 
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6. Separate compilation 
Using C-terms in closed formulas suggests to extend the structure of Z-terms with 
an additional operator for renaming. In combining quantified formulas, renaming 
allows one to bring at syntactic level, the closure property which is present in such 
formulas. Then we can extend C-terms with Ren(h,X), which computes the term 
h’=hp for some permutation of variables, renaming variables in h away from the 
variables in X. Given any C-term h and any set of variable X, it is immediate to see 
that h% Ren(h, X). In the more general structure of C-tuples, which, according to 
Section 4, is not equipped with any tuple formation operator, it is not convenient o 
have renaming in isolation. Rather, we introduce firstly an operator on the structure 
of C-tuples which combines renaming with tuple formation. Then we extend c- 
expressions with a combinator which embeds, as in Section 5, C-tuples so enriched, 
into the structure of c-expressions. 
-x -: N x Z(V-)n-+Z(-Y)n 
(For each l<m<n, HeC(Y)“), mxH=(H/l...H/m(H/m+l)p...(H/n)p), 
with p any permutation of Var(H/m + 1.. . H/n) away from Var(H/ 1.. .H/m). 
Given any n-tuple H, m x H results, for any 1 <m < n, in a tuple H’ having the same 
first m terms of H, followed by a renaming, away from the variables occurring in such 
terms, of the remaining terms. In the sequel, we prefer to use HI x Hz instead of m x H, 
with HI =(H/l...H/m), and H2 =(H/m+ l... H/n). We have Proposition 6.1 which 
shows that x preserves x-congruence. 
Proposition 6.1. For each HI, Hi, Hz, Hi such that HI z Hi and Hz x Hi, we have 
H,xH2xH;xH;. 
Proof. Let Hi = HI p1 and Hi = H,p, for some pair of permutations pl, p2. Then, by 
definition, HI x H2 =(H1 HZ4 Hi x Hi =(HIp, H2p2a) for some pair of permuta- 
tions ~,c. All we have to show is that a permutation 19 exists such that 
(HI H2z)8=(Hlp, H2p24, i.e. (H18H2~8)=(HIpI H2p2cr). Consider 8s such ,that 
[for each xEVar(H1)] xOs=xp,, and [for each xEVar(H2z)] xOs=xp,a. 0s is an 
injective map from Var(H,)uVar(H2z) onto Var(H,pl)uVar(H2p2a). In fact, 
Var(H1)nVar(H2z) = { } by the definition of operator x ; hence, 8s is a map. More- 
over, Var(H1pl)nVar(H2p2a)= { } and both p1 and p2a are injective since permu- 
tation and composition of permutations, respectively. Any injective map is uniquely 
extended into a permutation (Lemma 2.6 in [22]). Then 0 is the extension of 8s. 0 
Note that Proposition 6.1 is not true when concatenation is used instead of x . In 
fact, though hI x hi and h2 z hi, we have that (h, h,) x(h; hi) does not hold. To obtain 
it, we must combine concatenation with Ren above, and choose X in a suitable way, 
i.e. (h, h2)z(Ren(h,,X)Ren(h2,X)) holds when X=Var(hl h2). But this is just 
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what operator x does. We now introduce the product combinator @: For each 
Hr EC(“tr)“l, H,EC(7q”z, 
(1) VW,) 0 vlW2)=vlW1 xH2)* 
As an example, consider & @ G with 7i =q(Sx)=S(l)rr and q =q(Consxy)= 
Cons(l)rr; then Tr @ Tz=rl((Sx)x(Consxy))=?((Sx)(Consx’y))=S(l)Cons(l)n. 
Product tells us: (i) a way of extending q-abstraction on x ; (ii) criteria to obtain 
separate compilation of independent and, hence, closed Z-tuples. 
For(i)wenotethatq(H,~H~)=q(H,)@q(H ) 2 is an additional rule for q. We now 
exploit (ii). When C-tuple H can be split into the independent contiguous C-tuples 
H 19 ***, H,, i.e. Vi,jo[l,n], Var(Hi)nVar(Hj)={ } holds, we have q(H)= 
q(H,) 0 ... 8 q(H,). Thus, to obtain q(H) in such a case, we can compute separately 
I, . . . . q(H,) and apply @ to them. 
Proposition6.2. ForeachH~C(~)“,suchthatH,=(H/1...H/nl),H2=(H/nl+1...H/n) 
and Var(HI)nVar(H2)={ >, q(H)=q(H,)O rl(H2). 
Proof. Hx HI x Hz; hence, by Proposition 5.3, q(H)=r](H, x H2). q 
As an example, consider H =((S x)(Cons yz)z). Then HI =(Sx) and H2 = 
((Cons y z) z): 
q(H)=S(l)Cons(2)[3,4]rr, 
q(H1)=S(l)n and q(H2)=Cons(l)[2,3]rc, 
Note that, when HI contains variables that are considered distinct from, possibly 
colliding, variables in Hz, q(H,) @Q r7(H2) still works. For instance, replace variable 
x in HI above with y, i.e. Hi =(S y); then Hi and H2 have the colliding variable y. 
However, q(H,) @I r](H2) above, where y has been renamed as x, and r](H;) 63 q(H2) 
yield the same c-expression. 
We extend the product on arbitrary c-expressions. This is accomplished by the rules 
of Fig. 4, which reduce c-expressions containing occurrences of @ to --congruent 
c-expressions without occurrences of 8. 
When unessential, rules l-3 omit to specify the types. They are assumed to be ap- 
plicable to G @I & where q and G end with a z of type nl - > nl and n2 - > n2 if they 
have type nl - > ml and n2 - > m2, respectively. This is motivated only by technical 
convenience on the form of the rules, and we recall that T- TX by Proposition 4.4(d). 
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(1) x@x=n, 
nT, @ T,=T, @ T2. 
(2) CWT, (8 G=C(WI 0 Tz), 
?r:n->n@C(i)T=C(i+n)(a@ T). 
(3) Ci,jl & 8 Tz = Ci,jl(& 8 Gb 
x:n->n@[i,j]T=[i+n,j+n](rr@T). 
Fig. 4. Product: reduction rules. 
As an example, apply rules l-3 to q 0 G =(S(l)n) 0 (Cons(l)[2,3] 79 with Tr of 
arbitrary type n-->n for n> 1. We obtain the following sequence: 
S(1) (II 0 (Cons(l) C2,317c)) (rule 2a), 
S(l)Cons(n+ 1)(x 0 (C2,317d) (rule 2b), 
S( l)Cons(n + 1) [n + 2, n + 33 (n @ rc) (rule 3b), 
S(l)Cons(n+l)[n+2, n+3]z (rule la), 
which for n=l, is S(l)Cons(2)[3,4]n. 
Theorem 6.3 proves that rules l-3 are sound with respect o (1) and are complete; 
hence, they are applicable to any & 0 T,, for arbitrary c-expressions & and T,, and 
are included in the N -congruence. Hence, they extend @ on arbitrary c-expressions 
and preserve --congruence. Moreover, looking at rules l-3 as rewriting rules, they 
are a confluent and terminating system, reducing T1 6 T2 to a c-expression which does 
not contain 0. 
Theorem 6.3. Rules l-3 are a conjluent and terminating rewriting system which extends 
@ on arbitrary c-expressions and reduces c-expressions containing @I to N -congruent 
c-expressions without occurrences of 0 . 
Proof. Termination: Each application of Q to c-expressions containing k combina- 
tors in the rules left part is replaced in the right part by the application of @ to 
c-expressions containing k - 1 combinators. 
Confluence: There is not superposition among the rule left-hand sides; hence, the 
system is locally contluent and, because terminating, it is confluent. 
No 8 occurrences: When 8 occurs, a rule exists which applies to it. 
Extends 0 : Let T be any c-expression, k any positive integer and T’ be obtained 
by replacing each index i in T by i+n. We call this operation displacement and 
indicate it by D(T, n), i.e. T’ =D(T, n). C-expressions are obviously closed w.r.t. 
displacement. In Appendix A, we prove that T @ G is reduced to T such that if Z has 
type n-->m then T- Tl D(T,, n). Especially, we prove that if q(H,) has most general 
type n--=-m then ~(Hr)D(rl(H2),n)--(Hr x HZ). 
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--congruence: If T-T; and T,-T; then T,@G-T;@Ti since T,D(G,n)- 
T;D(T;, n). Moreover, in Appendix A, we show that each rule e, =e2 satisfies 
--congruence. 0 
Rules l-3 show that c-expressions as defined in the previous section are adequate 
also to express 8. Hence, we can always restrict to c-expressions without @ remov- 
ing it, through rules 1-3, when it occurs. 
7. Most general instance 
Besides the possibility to express C-tuples using CEH, c-expressions allow any 
complex combination of applications of mgi to Z-tuples. We recall the relevant 
relation surrounding mgi and mgu: 
(VHEZ(V)“, l<icj<n), mgi(i,j,H)=Hmgu(H/i,H/j) 
and we note that mgi(i, j, H) is not the undefined tuple I if and only if H/i and H/j are 
unifiable with most general unifier mgu(H/i, H/j) # I (provided H # I). Hence, the 
computation of mgi(i, j, H) can proceed through the computation of the most general 
unifier mgu(H/i, H/j) in the structure of substitutions, and then the instantiation, in 
the structure of Z-tuples, of H with mgu(H/i, H/j). In this section, we show that the 
computation of mgi can be expressed through a normalization of [i,j]v(H) in the 
structure of c-expressions. Such a normalization leads to a CEH, T, if and only if 
mgu(H/i, H/j)#l and in such a case we have that T is equivalent to 
q(H mgu(H/i, H/j)). Otherwise, normalization leads to some irreducible T of some 
special form, later on called undefined. This will be the starting point for a formally 
derived reduction machine for mgi having c-expressions as programs. 
Normalization is formalized through a system R of rules which, at each step, 
reduces the c-expression T to a semantically equivalent T’, i.e. T- T’. First of all we 
need to extend the structure of c-expressions including an additional combinator for 
destructions. Destructions act as an inverse of constructions and can be used as a sort 
of constraining operators. Consider for instance, the c-expression [l, 2]S(1)7t. It has 
the most general type 2 - > 2, corresponds to [ 1,2] q((S x) y) and, applied, for instance, 
to a pair of distinct variables, (xy), it results in [l, 2]((Sx)y)=((Sx)(Sx)). The 
tuple ((S x) (S x)) is expressed by q-abstraction with S( l)S(2) [ 1,2] 7~. But if we compare 
[ 1,2] S( 1)~ with S( l)S(2) [ 1,2] rr then we note that they are the same when applied to 
tuples of distinct variables, and behave differently when applied, for instance, to the 
tuple (x(Sy)): [1,2]S(l)rr(x(Sy)) results in ((Sx)(Sx)) while S(l)S(2)[1,2]7t(x(Sy)) 
results in ((S(Sx))(S(Sx))). Actually, for each H, H’ exists such that 
[1,2]S(l)nH=S(l)S(2)[1,2]nH’, and vice versa. But it is not enough for --congru- 
ence; hence, [1,213(1)7r+ S(l)S(2) Cl, 2171. In fact, [l, 2]S(1)7rH implicitly expresses 
also a constraint on the structure of the tuple H, requiring H/2 be either a variable 
or a term having main constructor S. A similar constraint is not present in 
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S(l)S(2)[1,2]7c and cannot be expressed by any other CEL’ c-expression. Hence, we 
introduce destructions to enrich c-expressions, mainly CEZZ, with a way to express 
explicitly constraints of this kind. With n ranging over nonnegative integers: 
J- - : Zk x N-+C(7q”-+C(r)“+k-’ 
(For each C&CL, j~[l, n], HeC(Y)“), 
if H/j=(Ckhj...hj+k_1), 
if H/j is a variable and Uj, . . . , vj+ k _ 1 are k distinct variables not 
occurring in H, 
= I otherwise. 
1 is called destruction. We extend c-expressions allowing any occurrence of destruc- 
tions within a c-expression, i.e. c-expression are closed also w.r.t. composition with 
destructions. All we did in Section 4 extends trivially, especially J.(C,,j) has most 
general type j - >j + k - 1. In the sequel, we will use Ck J( j) instead of J(C,, j). 
Destructions are weak inverses of constructions; in fact, for each HECK, CkE& 
andj~[1,n-k+1],wehaveCkl(j)Ck(j)H=H.Notethattheconverseholdsonlyif 
H/j has main constructor Ck. In addition to the case H = I, C,l( j)H computes 
I when H/j is a C-term having main constructor C’ # Ck. We extend CEl7 expressions 
into CEZZJ which include any composition of destructions but only in the n part, 
when present. 
Definition CEIL _1. 
where c is any construction, e is any equality, d is any destruction. 
Later on, we will see that such extension could be removed providing c-expressions 
for an equivalence relation, r, such that CEll/w = CEIlJ/r , Now we introduce 
system R. 
Rules are labelled from 4 to 7 in Fig. 5. Rule 4a shifts equality on the right of 
constructions until a construction involved in the unification problem [i, j] is found or 
it is detected that no such construction occurs. The latter case requires a complete 
scan of the c-expression, at the end of which the c-expression is in CEl7 form w.r.t. 
[i, j] and the unification problem is solved. This situation arises from the unification of 
variable terms. If a construction with index i or j is encountered, rules 4b or 4c must be 
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C,(n) Ma, i, nb H&L n)l T if n4{i,ij, 
(4) [i,j] C.(n) T= C,(i)C,(H(a,j, i))F(a, i,j)CJ(H(a,j, i)))T if i=n, OCT(i,j, C,(n) T), 
C,(i)C,(H(a,j,i))F(a,i,j)C.l(i)T if j = n, OCT( j, i, C.(n) T), 
(5) nT= T, 
(@ c’1(i)cb(j)= 
if C.=CI and i=j, 
“c (H(a,j,i))C J(H(b ‘j)) if i#j, b LI ,I, 
where 
CH(a, i 4. H(a,j, n)l C.&J if n${Li), 
C.(H(a,j,i))F(a,i,j)C.l(i)C,l(j) if i=% 
C&V%, iJ)C,lW.l(j) if j=n, 
F(a,i,j)= ’ 
{ 
if a=O, 
[i,j+(a-l)]...[i+a-l,j+2(a-l)] if a#O, 
OCT(i, j, T) = for no path q # 0, qsOcc( TV/i, TV/j), 
if i<j, 
if i>j, 
for any c-expression T: m - > m’, tuple index i,j, n, tuple V of m distinct variables and any construction with 
constructor C of any arity a, b. 
Fig. 5. Reduction rules: R. 
applied. Such rules, combined with the rules for destruction, correspond to equations 
(l), (2) and (4), (5) of the solved form algorithm for unification problems reported in 
[35]. In this case, using destructions, it is detected if a construction with same 
constructor C, occurs at the other index of the equality [equation (l),(2) for the 
unification of no variable terms], or if no construction occurs at such index [equation 
(4),(5) for the unification of a no variable term with a variable]. To prevent from 
infinitely many reductions, OCT(i,j, T) provides rules 4b and 4c for an occur-check 
test [7] which constraints the application of the rules. We will come back on this 
subject at the end of the section. Before that we show that R is correct. 
Proposition 7.1. R is ikluded in -, i.e. for each T, T-R(T). 
Proof. We show in Appendix A that for each rule 1 = r in R, l-r holds and recall that 
N is a congruence. 0 
Proposition 7.1 has several remarkable implications. First, we have that R is correct 
in the sense that it replaces N by N, thus maintaining all the semantic properties of 
the replaced c-expression. Moreover, Proposition 7.1 gives us also semantic informa- 
tion on the behavior of R when looking at it as a rewriting system. As a matter of fact, 
we can see that R is strongly confluent [26] on c-expressions modulo N -congruence. 
This fact is obvious if we consider that for each T-Q T’ and TjR T” we have 
T- T’- T”. However, it has great relevance when we prove that R is terminating, and 
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again, its normal forms are CEl7J plus the c-expressions which are --congruent the 
undefined. At this point, strong confluence implies confluence and R normalizes 
c-expressions onto CEIL J/ - plus undefined. We recall that, differently from C-tuples, 
c-expressions do not have an explicit undefined object, I, but they contain infinitely 
many c-expressions T: n-> m such that TV= _L for any n-tuple of distinct variables 
V. We will call undefined (defined) c-expression any T: n-> m such that TV= _L 
(TV# I). We can merge all the undefined c-expressions into a unique object introduc- 
ing the equivalence relation r , which keeps all of them, independently from the type, 
in the same class. We prove termination first. 
Proposition 1.2. System R is terminating. 
Proof. To prove termination we cannot use syntactic methods [18] since rules 4b and 
4c and 7b and 7c contain mutual applications of the operators they remove. We first 
show that R can be split into two subsystems which are terminating, then we prove 
that each R-reduction can skip from one system to the other one only finitely many 
times. The proof is reported in Appendix A. •i 
We now introduce the equivalence z as a conservative extension of the -- 
congruence. 
Definition (E). E is the minimal equivalence relation including (- and) each q, & 
satisfying one of the following: 
(a) T,-T,; 
(b) Tl : n - > m, T2 : n’ - > m’, and T, I/= _L = T2 V’ for arbitrary pairs V, V’ of tuples 
of n and n’ distinct variables respectively; 
(c) q:n->m, q:n’->m, and either T,=T,C,J(J’) or G=qrr. 
Requirements (a) and (b) are quite evident, especially (b) considers all the undefined 
c-expressions as the same. The requirement (c) considers each T2 as the same as Tl in 
which all destructions following both constructions and equalities, are removed. The 
rationale of it is that, though Tl and T2 behave differently and have different ypes, for 
each H, H’ exists such that T,H’= T,H, and vice versa. Especially, Tl T/x T2 V’ for 
each V and V’ of n and n’ distinct variables respectively. Hence, we can consider 
& and G as defining the same Z-tuple G V(or, equivalently, the same set of grounded 
C-tuples). Destructions are constraints which, in some contexts, can be ignored. As an 
example, consider Tl = S( 1) [ 1,2] and T2 = Tl S J(1). Destruction S J(l) constraints h in 
T,(h H) to be of the form (S h’). But for arbitrary C-terms h’ and C-tuple H, T,(h H) 
computes as T,(h’H) and are the same when we are interested in what, rather than 
how, is computed. 
We recall that r is only an equivalence relation; in particular, it does not have 
the congruence property that if Tl g T2 then T(T, ) 2 T(T2) for any T containing 
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the subexpression T,; for example, C,(i)Ck,l(j)~CCr(i), but Ck(i)Ck,J(j)Ckff(n)z 
C,(i)C&n) does not hold. Then, classes of z preserve typing when we consider 
defined c-expressions without destructions. When destructions occur or undefined 
c-expressions are considered, typing is no more preserved. In particular, each com- 
position of destructions is made equivalent to the identity X. Now, we use z to 
characterize the behavior of system R. 
R is terminating, and we now see that it stops in two kinds of normal forms: CEllJ 
or undefined. CEIli forms have been already well-characterized from both a semantic 
and a syntactic point of view. Undefined forms have been just now semantically 
characterized as the class /E of undefined c-expressions. System R offers a syntactic 
characterization of undefined forms: T is undefined if and only if its normalization 
with R, R(T), contains an irreducible construction, i.e. a construction immediately 
preceded by either a destruction or an equality. The first situation corresponds to 
constructor mismatch, while the other one to occur-check failure. 
Proposition 1.3. R has only CEIll and undejined as its irreducible forms. 
Proof. CEI7J and undefined are no more reducible. Especially, to each CEl7l 
T neither rule 4 nor rule 6 can be applied because constructions precede any other 
combinator, and rule 7 cannot be applied because qualities precede any destruction 
or 71. While if T contains either [i,j]C,(i) with OCT failing or C,J(i)C,(i) with 
C,,#C,,, T is undefined because both mgi and destruction, respectively, compute 
undefined. Finally, if T is not CEZlJ or does not contain an irreducible construction, 
some rule in R applies. 0 
Proposition 7.4. R is confluent on c-expressions modulo g. 
Proof. By Proposition 7.1 and definition of g, R is strongly confluent on c- 
expressions modulo Z, and by Proposition 7.2 is also terminating and, hence, is 
confluent. 0 
Proposition 7.4 states semantic local confluence of system R. As far as the syntacti- 
cal local confluence is concerned, it is easy to verify that system R is not syntactically 
locally confluent. In fact, though the order of the constructions in a c-expression is not 
semantically relevant, a change in such order makes the resulting c-expression 
syntactically different. Such problems are beyond the scope of this paper and will not 
be considered here any further; we only say that they can be overcome adding to 
system R formulas of Proposition 4.4 as rules and modifying rule 6 in case of 
a constructor mismatch. 
Theorem on mgi. For each C-tuple HZ I, R([i,j]q(H)) is CEL’J if and only if 
e=mgu(H/i,H/j)# 1. Moreooer, ifq(H) has type n-->m, R([i,j]q(H)) PxHB. 
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Proof. By Proposition 7.1, [i,j] q(H)-R( [i,j]q(H)); hence, R([i,j]q(H)) V’x 
([i, j]?(H)) V” and, by Theorem 5.2, ([i, j] q(H)) V” x [i, j] H, but [i, j] H = HO then 
R([i,j]~(H))V”=l if and only if 0=I. Cl 
As an example of occur-check, using R, consider [ 1,2] ~(x (S x)) = [ 1,2] S(2) [ 1,2] n, 
where we try the unification of x with (S x). The c-expression cannot be reduced using 
rule 4 since OCT( 1,2, S(2) [ 1,2] rc) fails. In fact, S(2) [ 1,2] n has type n - > n with n 2 2, 
and for V=(x y) we have S(2) [l, 2]7cV=(x(S x)), where x occurs in (S x) (at the 
path 1.1). 
As an example of constructor mismatch, consider [l, 2]~(0 (S x)) = Cl, 23 S(2)0( l)rr, 
where we try the unification of 0 with (S x). The c-expression is reduced, using rule 4, to 
the irreducible S(1)S(2)[1,2]S~(1)0(1)7c. 
We show now a successful example of R-reduction. Consider the c-expression below 
where we try the unification of (+ x 0) with (+ Oz), and in case of success, we 
instantiate the tuple (( + x 0) (+ 0 z) z) with the mgu. 
= +u)+(3)ci, 31 c2,41+ 1(3w)+(3)0(3)~4,517~ 
(rule 4b at 0) 
= +(1)+(3)C1,31C2,410(2)0(3)C4,51+1(3)~ 
(rule 6b at 1111 and rule 6a at 11111) 
= +~~~+~~~C~,~l~(~)~(~~~l~~~~(~)C~,~l+l(~~~ 
(rule 4b at 111) 
= +(1)+(3)C1,310(2)0(4)0(3)01(4)C4,51+1(3)~ 
(rule 6b at 11111) 
= +(1)+(3)C1,310(2)0(4)0(3)0(5)01(4)01(5)~ 
(rule 7b at 111111) 
= +(1)+(3)0(2)0(4)0(1)0(3)0(5)01(4)01(5)~ 
(rule 4a at 11 and at 111 and rule 4c at 1111 
and rule 6b at llllll), 
which is irreducible, is ~-equivalent to +(l) +(3)0(2)0(4)0(1)0(3)0(5) of most 
general type 0->3 and, applied to V”, computes ((+ OO)(+ 0O)O). 
C-expressions allow the formulation of any composition of unification problems. 
R provides c-expressions with a calculus adequate to solve them. This calculus is given 
at object level and proceeds through the computation of a sequence of c-expressions 
“approximating” the solution. It allows to use each state of the unification process as 
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a value. This leads to a complete amalgamation of unification with the rest of the 
calculus: (i) providing for the propagation of the binding before unification completes; 
(ii) detecting the failure of a composition of unification problems, possibly before all 
problems are solved; and (iii) merging, in deduction processes like narrowing, the 
substitution rule with the inference rule. Usually, unification is kept at the metalevel, 
eventually combined with other metalevel operations and implemented as a whole, 
primitive, not interruptable operation as in WAM. When additional metalevel opera- 
tions are required, we extend the calculus and correspondingly c-expressions with 
additional combinators for them. This happens in Sections 8-l 1, where we apply this 
calculus to the computation of the most general unifier, then to term rewriting and, 
finally, to narrowing. We conclude this section discussing the use of the OCT test. 
Section 8 will be devoted to the construction of a reduction machine for mgi having 
R as its engine and c-expressions as programs. 
When the OCT condition is removed from the applicability constraints of rule 4, we 
have rules to extend ordinary first-order unification on rational trees [16,23,38]. In 
this case, Z(Y) also contains the solution F” of equations of the form x = F(x) for F in 
C(V). Though Prolog does not have rational trees, most implementations of Prolog 
[49] do not include occur-check because of its overhead [43]. A formal semantics for 
logic languages including rational trees has been developed in [16,44]; operationally, 
this requires a lazy evaluation rule [25] for unification. Our calculus naturally copes 
with laziness since evaluation is R-reducibility, then if we remove the occur-check test 
we have reductions which effectively computes the set of approximations to mgi. 
In system R the occur-check test is dealt with defining a condition constraining the 
applicability of the reduction rules. On the one hand, this has the benefit that OCT 
can be easily removed if rational trees are to be considered. On the other hand, if such 
terms are ignored, this has the drawback that the information collected during OCT 
evaluation cannot be used during the next reductions. Moreover, laziness is limited 
since OCT is a whole which cannot be approximated. This means that it is not 
possible to know why OCT fails or in case of success, the consequences of the current 
unification on the “irreducible disagreement set” of other, possibly suspended, unifica- 
tions. The irreducible disagreement set of a C-tuple is the set of subterms which cannot 
be unified. This problem can be overcome providing R with rules which explicitly deal 
with irreducible disagreement sets. This is discussed in [13] by keeping the irreducible 
disagreement set as an additional argument of constructions and destructions. Appen- 
dix B contains the corresponding system R. 
8. A reduction machine for mgi 
C-expressions are linear compositions of combinators; hence, they can be inter- 
preted as a sequence of commands of an abstract reduction machine, ARMO, whose 
modus operandi s described by the table in Fig. 6. The table is obtained from the rules 
of R and describes the machine state transitions: First column is the current state, 
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Term Command Stack 
(1) T C.(i)T’ s 
(2) T [i,j]C.(k#i,j)T’ S 
(3) T Ci,jlC,(i)T’ s 
(4) T lIiJlG(j)T’ S 
(5) T C.J(i)C.(i)T’ S 
(6) T C.l(i)C,(j#i)T’ S 
(7) T C,l(k#i,j)Ci,jlT’ S 
(8) T C.l(i)CiJlT’ S 
(9) T C.l(j)CiJlT’ S 
(10) T CnT’ S 
(11) T &I-’ 
(12) T end &.s 
(13) T Gl(j)end S 
Term Command 
OCT(i,j, C.(i)) T’ 
OCT(i,j, C.(.i))T’ 
T T’ 
TG(H(a,j,i)) C.l(H(b,Lj))T 
C,l(k)T’ 
Cd(j)T’ 
T 
T 
T’ 
T 
Cd.i)T 
CT’ 
CT’ 
CT 
end 
Stack 
S 
S_~GlWki,i~~~~ 
(TC.(i)C.(H(a,j,i)),F(a,i,j)).S 
(-,c.l(i))‘(TC,(i)C.(H(a,j,i)), 
W4i.i))~S 
S 
ST, CH(a, i, k), H(a,j, k)l). S 
(-,C,l(i))‘(TC.(H(a,j,i)), 
F(a, ipi)). S 
(-,C.l(i)).(TC,(i),F(a,i,j)).S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
Fig. 6. The base machine: ARMO. 
while second column encodes the corresponding next state. As in [l], the table is an 
extension of Krivine’s abstract machine. Each state is a triple (Term, Command, 
Stack), where Term, initially empty, is the current partial result, Command is a pair 
command-program, CT, where C is the current command and T is the rest of the 
program currently in evaluation. Stack, initially empty, contains the suspended 
computations of a normal order evaluation strategy which reduces destructions first. 
The presence of a unique component CT, for the current command and for the 
program in evaluation, avoids the need for any concrete representation of operations 
like current command selection, operand selection and program displacement. Never- 
theless, such operations are implicitly present in each line of the figure. 
(1): The first line concerns the transition generated by the machine when the 
top-level command of the program is a construction. The new state has, as a partial 
result, the extension of T with the construction currently in evaluation. Stack S is 
unchanged, and the new command is the first combinator in the sequence T’. 
Obviously, this line does not have any corresponding rule in R. 
(2)-(4): They concern rules 4a-4c in this order. Line 2 is self evident, note only the 
use of C,(k # i, j) to express C,(k) for any k such that k # i and k #j. Line 3 contains 
a command OCT(i, j, C,(i)) in correspondence of the OCT test in rule 4b. We consider 
OCT(i,j, C,(i)) as a command which, applied to the operand T, computes Titself if the 
OCT test succeeds. We assume that the table contains as many additional lines as 
necessary in order to stop the machine in the state (T,end, S), when it starts with 
a program OCT(i, j, C,,(i)) T, in a state having, as partial result, the empty “-” and 
stack S, i.e. (-, OCT(i, j, C,(i)) T, S). Hence, the OCT test applies before any reduction 
with rules 4b and 4c and in case of success the suspended eq reduction, top of T, is 
resumed. A suspension is a pair (T, C), where T is a term and C is the command to be 
resumed. Note the use of a dot for pushing suspensions in the stack. 
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(5) and (6): They correspond to rules 6a and 6b and are self evident. Only note in 
line 6, the code which compacts the reduction of line 1 and inserts the construction 
directly in the partial result. 
(7)-(g): They correspond to rules 7a-7c in this order and are a translation of such 
rules similar to rule 4 in lines 2-4. 
(10) and (11): They correspond to rule 5; in particular, 10 considers the case in which 
II is selected as an operand. 
(12): This line allows to resume the suspensions contained in the stack S. When 
suspension (r’, C) is resumed in a state having partial result T, the partial result is 
reset to T’, while the program to be processed is set to CT. 
(13): This line extends the rules of R with g-normalization. It essentially removes 
any destruction occurring at the end of the program. 
The machine stops when no rules apply to the current state (T, T’, S) and this may 
happen for two reasons: 
(i) T’ is the command end, but S is empty. In this case mgi succeeds and T is the 
answer; 
(ii) T’ is not the command end and, since no rules apply, it is a undefined 
c-expression; hence, mgi fails. 
9. Unification 
From a computational point of view, the differences between mgu and mgi are 
limited to the fact that mgi preserves the syntactic structure of the original C-terms, 
generating, if any, a more instantiated structure. On the contrary, mgu does not 
preserve the structure of the terms except for the terms which are bound to variables, 
thus generating a substitution. According to it, we could introduce a new combinator 
U which behaves like Eq when the structure of the term must be maintained, i.e. the 
term is the binding for some variable, and disregards the structure when the term is 
not bound to any variable, i.e. a constructor is matched against another constructor. 
The computation of U can proceed analogously to the computation of Eq and can be 
expressed through reduction rules similar to the rules given for Eq. However, we are 
not interested here to exploit this approach any more, rather we show how to express 
mgu through mgi. In this way unification is viewed as a straightforward application of 
mgi, and substitutions are computed by programs for a machine quite close to ARMO. 
If hl, h2 are two unifiable C-terms with 8=mgu(h,, h2), then we know that 
Cl, 21 q(hl h2) computes mgi(hr ,h2) and can effectively be reduced to the CEIL expres- 
sion ~7(h~0h~0). Now let 
l X be the .tuple of (distinct) C-variables occurring in hl, h2, and 
l r(X) be a C-term with dummy constructor R and variables X as arguments, and 
l f be an enumeration function from variables to positive integers such that 
r(X)/f(x)=x for each xeX, 
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then r(X)0 is a representation of 8 restricted to X. We indicate it by Rep(B,X), 
especially r(X) = Rep@, X), and for each XEX, Rep(0, X)/f(x) = x0. We define U as 
follows: 
U(hl,hz,X)=(C1,21rl(h,h,Rep(&,X)))l3, 
where T Ii is the product selection of a c-expression T at the tuple index i. Product 
selection corresponds to subterm selection in C-tuples. Its general form is TI(i, k), with 
i and k nonnegative integers. When k = 1, we simply write T 1 i. We require that, for any 
tuple H of order m and i + k Gm, 
q(H)l(i,k)=q(H/i...H/i+k) 
and we extend it to arbitrary c-expressions requiring, for any pair T: n->m, 
T’: n’->m of c-expressions uch that Tz T’, that TI(i, k)= T’l(i, k). As an example, 
consider T=S(1)+(3)[2,3], then Tll=S(l), T12=7c, Tl(2,2)= +(2)[1,2], 
T13= +(l). 
Proposition 9.1. For each hl, h2~C(Y”), and X E Var(h,)uVar(hz) 
U(h,,h,,X)=q(Rep(B,X)), where 8=mgu(hl,hz). 
Proof. By theorem on mgi, Cl,21vl(h,hzRep(&,X))~~(hlehzBRep(E,X)8)= 
r(hl8hzeRep(B,X)).Hence,rl(h,ehzeRep(e,X))I3=r(Rep(e,X))when8#I,while 
it is an undefined c-expression when 8= 1. 0 
Example. Let us unify {h,, h,} for hl =(S(Sx)), h2 =(S y), using r(X)=(Rxy) and 
f(x)= l,f(y)=2. We apply U(hl, h2,X); hence, we compute 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
=~~~~~~~~~C~,~1~1~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~C~,31C~,~l~l3 
[rule 4b at [l, 2]S(l) and r-normalization] 
=~C~,~1~1~~~~(~~~~~)~(3)C~,31C~,~1~13 
[simplifications of (3 at S(1) and then at S(2)] 
=(C1,2lS(1)R(3)C1,31C2,41)13 
[rule 6b at SJ(2)S(l), then rule 6a at SJ(2)S(2)] 
=~C~,~1~1~~~~(3~C~,31C~,~1~13 
[rule 4b at [1,2] S(l), then symp 13 at S(l)S(2)] 
=(C1~21R(3)C1,31S(4)C2,41)13 
[rule 6a at S1(2)R(3), then 7a at SJ(2) [l, 31, then 7b at SJ(2) [2,4] 
and ~norm] 
=(R(3)S(4)C1,21C1,3lC2,4))13, 
[rule 4a at [l, 31 S(4) and at [1,2] R(3), then at [1,2] S(4)] 
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which, applying (3, is finally reduced to 
R(l) S(2) Cl, 21, 
which has type 2->2, and for V2 =(xy), we have R(l)S(2) [l, 23 (xy)=(Rx(Sx)). 
Hence, 8={x~(~(~~,~2,{x,~})~~)/1,~~(~(~~,~2,{~,~})~~)/2}={~~~,~~(~~)} 
which is an idempotent mgu of {h,, h,}. 
U(h1,h2,X) is a program of an ARM1 machine for computing mgu(h1,h2) re- 
stricted to variables in X. ARM1 can be obtained extending either the operations of 
ARM0 to include product selection or, equivalently, the table ARM0 with rows for 
product selection. In [13] we give rules for the reduction in CEl7 form of Tl(i, k) when 
Tis in CEl7 form. Then we obtain rows for ARM 1 similarly to what we did for system 
R. Especially, the computation of TI(i, k) starts ARM1 with the program T: When the 
machine stops resulting into a c-expression T’, T’ is in CEZl form and the computa- 
tion starts ARM1 again with the program T’I(i, k). 
Note that U(hl, hz,X) computes unification in open formulas, in fact, possibly 
colliding variables occurring in the different terms are considered the same. When 
hi, h2 are closed formulas such variables are not the same. To obtain unification in 
closed formulas, U(hl,h2,X) must simply use I @ I instead of q(hl h,). 
10. Term rewriting 
Another straightforward application of mgi is term rewriting. Rewriting a (ground) 
C-term h in a system E means simplify h by replacing subterms which are instances of 
left parts of rules, with the corresponding instances of the right parts. Formally, 
where e = hl = h2 is an equation of E such that a substitution 8 and a path u in h exists. 
Let 8= mgu(h/u, h,) # I; then 
h’=h[uth29], 
where h/u and h[uth29] are ordinary subterm selection and term replacement, 
respectively. 
Using mgi, term rewriting can be reformulated as follows: Let F=mgi(l,2, 
(h/u hl h2)); then 
h’=h[ucF/3]. 
In this formulation, mgi embodies both the computation of the most general unifier 
9 and of the instantiation h2 9. Hence, h2 9 is simply obtained through the subterm 
selection i73. 
According to it, a quite plain formulation of term rewriting in the calculus of 
c-expressions i  given below. Let F=( [l . u, 21, q(h) @ q(hl h2)); then 
P= ?(l *UC3)) 1, 
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where T(pcq) is the product replacement in a c-expression T. Product replacement 
corresponds to subterm replacement in C-tuples. It applies to a c-expression and to 
a pair of paths p and q, and we require that, for any tuple H and paths p,q in it: 
and we extend it to arbitrary c-expressions requiring, for any pair T: n --> m and 
T’:n’->m of c-expressions uch that Tz T’, that T(ptq)= T’{ptq}. As an 
example, consider T=S(1)+(3)[2,3], then T{l+2}= +(3)[1,2][2,3], T{lc3)= 
+(1)+(3)[1,3][3,4][2,51, T{3.2+1.1}=S(1)+(3)[1,4][2,3]. 
In order to express the computation of T/3 using product replacement, we translate 
1” into F, which uses q(h) instead of q(h/u). It is easy to see that F’-v](W). Defining 
TRl(T,e,u)=(([l.u,2](T@e)){l.U+3})11, 
we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 10.1. For each kC(O),for each e=hl =h~ andfir each path u in h 
h-+.,.TRl(v(Qr(h M4V”. 
Proof. For a renaming (hi h;) of (hi h,) away from Var(h), and by theorem on 
mgi, [l.u,2](?(h)O’1(h~h~))~[l.u,2]~(hh;h;)~i(heh;8h;8). Hence, we have 
~l.~,2](~(h)~~(h,h,))(l.~c3~=~(heh;eh;~)~l.~c3~=vl(h8~uch;e]h;eh;e), 
then TRl(?(h),?(h,h,),u)=rl(he[uch;8]h;8h;8)11=?(he[uth;8]. But 8 is a 
grounding substitution since h is ground and Var(h,) E Var(h,) since hl,h2 are 
members of a rule, then when 8# I, he[u+h;8] is ground and TRl(r](h), ~(hr h,), 
u)V”=h0[u+h;8], while when 8=1 he[u+h;@J=_L and TRl(q(h),& h&u) is 
a undefined c-expression. 0 
As an example consider the term h = (+ 0 (S 0)) and the equation (a) = (+ 0 z) = z of 
Section 1. According to the first formulation, the rewriting of T with (a) at occurrence 
u=O is: Let 9=mgu(h/u,h,)={zt(SO)}; then h’=h[Ocz$]=(SO). 
In c-expressions: Let f=[1,2](q(+ O(SO))@q((+ 0z)z)); then 
If h is not a ground term, F does not compute correctly because, in addition to the 
variables in hr, the variables in h are considered and possibly improperly bound. 
Rewriting is sometimes applied to nonground terms; for instance, term normalization 
in canonical theory. If nonground terms are to be rewritten, they are made ground by 
considering their variables as additional 0-arity constructors. 
An abstract reduction machine for one-step rewriting TRl is obtained extending 
ARM1 with product replacement. Rules for the reduction in CEll of T{ pcq} when 
T is in CEIL form are in [ 131. 
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To obtain a machine ARM2 for term rewriting we must first consider nondetermin- 
istic one-step rewriting, instead of the above deterministic one-step, and then iterate it. 
We introduce the combinator 
u+_:b+n->l-+C(O)“+C(O) 
(For each EE&‘, T:n-> 1, HEC(O)“), 
u+(E)TH 
h’ if TH+ e,O h’ for some equation e in E, 
= TH otherwise (i.e. for no e in E, h’ exists s.t. if TH +e,-, h’). 
u +(E)h is nondeterministic one-step rewriting of h with respect o the theory E. 
Let ARM 1 be extended for one-step rewriting TRl, then u + ( {el , . . . , e,}) T, for any 
c-expression T, can be computed by starting m copies, Mi, of the machine with the 
program for one-step rewriting of T with ei, i.e. TRl(T,ei,O). When machines 
Mi stop with Ti, the computation of u +( {ei, . . ..e.,,})T stops choosing one of the 
CEl7 Ti, if any. If all the Mi stop in a failure state, the computation stops with T itself. 
Hence, for whatever c-expression T, machines Mi always stop. Moreover, when E is 
confluent u + is an unessential form of nondeterminism. In fact, though machines Mi 
stop with different Ti, next rewritings will stop with the normal form of T which is 
unique in E. If E is also terminating, u + can be replaced by a sequenzializer, i.e. an 
operator which starts a machine Mi at a time and stops when the selected machine 
stops with a CEll Ti. 
To complete ARM2, we, finally, introduce the combinator TR which iterates 
nondeterministic one-step rewriting: 
TR-: b+n - > 1 -C(O)“-+Z(O) 
(For each confluent and terminating Ed, T: n-+1, HEC(O)“), 
TR(E)TH=h’ where TH+ *Eh’ 
when TR applies to a CEIZ c-expression T, i.e. TR(E) T, we have the following rules as 
shown in Fig. 7. 
According to such rules, we note that constructions are driving the rewriting 
process. Especially, when Select results into a nonempty set for C, and the theory E, 
a nondeterministic one-step rewriting is tried. Otherwise, the construction is shifted. If 
Select is correctly defined to compute all the equations in E for which a rewriting with 
TR(E)n=x, 
TR(E)Ci,jl = CCil TR(E), 
TR(E)C,(j)=TR(E)u+(Select(C.,E))C.(j). 
Fig. I. 
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(a term having main constructor) C, can arise, ARM2 is a correct reduction machine 
for rewriting. Especially, TR(E)T is a program for the rewriting of TV” with E. 
11. Narrowing 
NA is a complete inference system for the refutation of existentially quantified 
formulas in canonical equational theories [24], or accordingly to the original formula- 
tion, narrowing is an algorithm for the computation of complete sets of unifiers 
modulo a canonical equational theory. Relevant simplifications [28], extensions [44], 
applications [15], and implementations [29], have been proposed, all share the 
following general formulation. NA is an iteration of (possibly nondeterministic) 
“immediate narrowing” [34]. 
Given an existentially quantified formula F -3Xhl =hZ and an equation 
ei=V Yh’, =h: of a canonical theory E, the immediate narrowing of F at the occur- 
rence u with ei is a pair (9’, F’), provided a substitution 9 exists such that 
mgu(F/u,hf)=9, such that P=[LJ]X and F’=FS[u+hi,9]. Then we write 
F-4 (e. 4 9’) F’. 
In the above formulation, [SIX is the restriction of 9 to X (in Hullot’s notation 
$tX); moreover, to correctly apply immediate narrowing, we assume 
l F/u$X 
l variables in ei initially renamed away from F, i.e. such that Yn X = { }. 
In the sequel, we call INS(F, e, U) the immediate narrowing substitution 9’ of F at 
u with e, while call INF(F, e, U) the immediate narrowing formula F’. 
When F is such that hi and h2 are unifiable, i.e. 39 s.t. $=mgu(h,, hz)# I, 
immediate narrowing is no more applicable. Thus, a narrowing derivation: 
starting from F will stop narrowing the formula F,, such that 9= mgu(hl, hz) # 1. The 
substitution o = 9 1 . . .a, 9 is named narrowing substitution of F in the theory E and it 
is such that h1 cr =E h2e. However, cr is not necessarily the most general substitution (a 
most general does not generally exist), anyway the set of all the narrowing substitu- 
tions is a complete set of unifiers [24]; thus, it contains all the most general substitu- 
tions of terms for variables which prove the formula F in E. 
A plain formulation of narrowing in the calculus of c-expressions i  given below. 
Similar to what we did for rules, equations are considered pair of terms. Each 
equation ei = V Y h’; = hi is mapped into the c-expression q(ei) = ~(hf hi). Each formula 
F = 3X hl = h2 is mapped into q(F) = q(= hl h2), where = is a dummy constructor of 
C. The use of = is motivated by our need to select F as a term. 
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Given any formula F, the computation of its immediate narrowing formula F’ can 
proceed through an appropriate replacement of mgu with mgi. First consider the 
following c-expression I: 
I=vl(F) 0 V(G). 
Note that I-q((=h, h2)h;ih;i), where h;’ and h;’ are the left and right part of any 
renaming of ei away from the variable in F. Now consider the following c-expression 
N: 
N=[l.u,2]1. 
It is easy to see that N-rl((=h,9hz9)h;‘9h;‘9), where 8=mgu((=h,hz)/u,h;‘). 
Hence, F’ is obtained through a suitable application of product selection and replace- 
ment to N as below: 
N{l.u+3}11 
and we have N{l.ut3}Il-q(F’), which shows that N{1.u+3}~1 computes the 
immediate narrowing formula F’. 
For the immediate narrowing substitution 9’, we note that it is implicitly computed 
by mgi when F’ is obtained. In fact, it is enough to inquire the formula F’ for the paths 
which in the formula F lead to variables. However, we show the computation of 9 
analogously to what we did for unification in Section 9. We consider an enumeration 
function,J from variables to positive integers, and correspondingly extend q(F) to 
include Rep@, X) for the variables X of F: q(F, X)=q((= hI h,) Rep(s, X)). Defining 
~Rl(~,~,~)=((Cl.~,31(~~~)){l.~~~})I(1,2), 
we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 11.1. For each formula FE 3 X hI = h2, equation e G V Y eI = ez, and path 
u in F 
NRl(rt(F,X),?(e),u)=?(INF(F,e,u)Rep(INS(F,e,u),X)). 
Proof. For a renaming (e; e;) of (el ez) away from X=Var(F), and by theorem 
on mgi, (C1.u,31(rl(F,X)~~?(e)))-Cl.u,3lrl((=h~h2)Rep(E,X)e;e;)~?((=hlh2)9 
Rep(&,X)9e; 9e;9), with 8=mgu((= hI h,)/u,e;). Moreover, Rep(.s,X)9=Rep(S, 
X)=[9]X=INS(F,e,u),X), and when $#I NRl(~(F,X),~(e),u)=~((=hI h2)[uc 
e; 81 Rep(S, X)), while 9= l_ it is an indefinite c-expression. •i 
NRl is the immediate narrowing combinator. It embodies both immediate narrow- 
ing formula and substitution. In the calculus of c-expressions, the narrowing deriv- 
ation is now expressed by 
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where Ci = NRl (CL- 1, ei, Ui) 1(1,2). Moreover, when the narrowing derivation stops, 
C, is such that L = Cl. 1,1.2] C, has an irreducible CEIl form, and L 12 is the narrowing 
substitution 0, i.e. 9r . . .9,, 9. 
As an example, consider equations (a) and (b) in Section 1, and apply immediate 
narrowing to F = 3 x +(x, 0) = 0 at occurrence 1 with equation (a). In NA it leads to the 
computation: 
(a) variables renaming in (a) away from variables in F 
(b) 9= mgu(F/ 1, + (0, z)) which results {x/O, z/O} 
(c) 9’ = [S] (x} which results {x/O} 
(d) F9 which results +(O, 0)=0 
(e) t4 9 which results 0 
(f) (subterm replacement) F9[1 +t; $1 which results 0=0 
and it results: F -+ (cab 1, {xio)) 0 = 0. 
The corresponding c-expression formulation requires the computation of 
C1 = NRl (v](F, x), r](a), U) with u = 1; then we compute 
(a)-(e) N = [l.l, 31 (r@‘, x) 0 ~(a)) which computes imilarly to example in Section 
5. and results in 
N= =(1)+(1)0(1)0(2)0(3)R(4)0(4)+(5)0(5)0(6)0(7), 
which corresponds to the C-tuple ((= (+ 0 0) 0) (R 0) (+ 0 0) 0). 
(fl) N (1.1~4) computes =(1)0(1)0(2)R(3)0(3)+(4)0(4)0(5)0(6). 
(f2) Finally, C1 = =(1)0(1)0(2)R(3)0(3) 
and it results that r#, X)+((aj, r) Ci. 
A further step of immediate narrowing to F = 0 = 0 stops with narrowing substitu- 
tion {x/O}. In c-expressions, it stops with J’ = C1 12 =r(l)O(l), and we note that 
r(1)0(1)~f(x)=r(1)0(1)~1=0(1) which corresponds to the binding 0 for x. 
Note that NRl (T, e, u) is a program of the machine ARM2 (and in ARM 1 extended 
with product replacement) for the computation of the immediate narrowing of TV” at 
the occurrence u with e. However, as for term rewriting, to obtain a machine ARM3 
for narrowing, we must consider nondeterministic immediate narrowing instead of 
immediate narrowing and then iterate it. For this purpose, we can introduce a combi- 
nator u * 
u *_:d+m->2+C(Y-)“+C(Yq 
(For each Ed, T:m->2, HEC(~‘“)~), 
u*(E)TH 
((=/I, h,)(TH/3)8) if TH/l.l= TH/1.2+e,~,$I =hz 
for some equation e in E, 
= 
(TH)$ otherwise, where 
$=mgu(TH/l.l, TH/1.2). 
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u * (E)H is nondeterministic mmediate narrowing of H/ 1 = H/2 with respect o the 
theory E. To obtain a reduction machine for it, we can apply at u * the same 
considerations of u +. Especially, let 
u___: d x (e+A+A) x (A+A)+A-+A 
(For each E&, HEA, Ol~e x A-A, O*e(A+A)), 
0 1(e) A if O1 (e) A is defined for A and some equation e in E, 
= O,(A) otherwise; 
then, for each theory E, each T: m-> n, we have 
u+(E)TV=u(E,+,id)TV and u*(E)TV=u(E,-+,mgi)TV, 
where + and -+ are one-step rewriting and immediate narrowing, respectively, id is 
identity in A, mgi is most general instance, and V is any arbitrary tuple of m distinct 
variables, n and A are suitable types for rewriting and narrowing. This formalizes 
a rather well-known relationship between rewriting and narrowing. Narrowing is 
a real generalization of term rewriting. We can conclude that a machine ARM3 is 
obtained in a way strongly similar to ARM2. A final remark: Nondeterministic 
one-step rewriting always leads to a not undefined Z-term, the same does not hold for 
nondeterministic immediate narrowing. 
12. Conclusions and future work 
Most general instance. Mgi was first introduced in [lo] as an operator of the 
algebra of Z-tuples. It extends Reynolds’s gci [46] and combines Robinson’s unifica- 
tion [47] and term instance. This combination motivates the use of mgi as the 
substitution rule of proof procedures like narrowing or resolution [12]. The use in the 
calculus of c-expressions of an explicit operator for the substitution rule allows to 
deal, at the object level, with structures typically hidden in the metalevel. It yields 
a better control of such structures and of the entire proof process and, at the same 
time, implementations are much more close to the theory. Mgi is topologically 
well-founded and C-tuples are closed w.r.t. it. Mgi in the algebras of open and closed 
(first-order) formulas is extensively discussed in [14]. 
Unijcation. Robinson [48] addressed the problem of a combinatory formulation 
of unification to deal with Horn clause resolution in a way similar to the Turner’s 
approach [Sl] to the implementation of applicative languages. In this paper, unifica- 
tion and term instance are replaced by mgi which offers also a way to compute the 
mgu, 8, as the tuple, Rep@, X), of the bindings of the variables X occurring in the 
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unification problem (and accessed according to an arbitrary enumeration function 
[37]). In the calculus of c-expressions this offers a variable-free representation of 
unification problems, and a reduction machine for computing substitutions repres- 
ented as tuples. 
First attempts in this direction are [8,9], which, interpreting predications of 
first-order theories as retractions, have first-order formulas as suitable compositions 
of retractions, and logic variables as A-variables universally quantified on the power 
set of the Herbrand universe. The computation of unification becomes the computa- 
tion of subsets. A much more direct approach is [S], which, moving from a categorical 
interpretation of logic programs, considers C-terms as arrows of a suitable Cartesian 
category. In this case, the computation of unification results in the computation of 
suitable pullbacks. In both approaches, unification does not belong to the calculus 
and must be combined at the metalevel, with other operations to model the substitu- 
tion rule. Asperti suggests [4] a categorical reading of our combinators having Eq as 
a sort of equalizer. This subject deserves further investigations. 
Narrowing. Immediate narrowing is computed through a rewriting process based 
on the computation of mgi on c-expressions; thus, NA results into a possibly non- 
deterministic -expression rewriting process. A reduction machine, ARM3, having 
c-expressions as programs, has been formally derived for NA by simply extending the 
reduction machine for term rewriting with a combinator for nondeterminism, u *. To 
provide a full implementation of NA we need rules to deal with nondeterminism. 
A very interesting technique for nondeterminism isdiscussed in a recent paper [29] on 
the implementation of narrowing. Such paper introduces a control structure which 
combines lazy and eager computations of immediate narrowing and contains back- 
tracking to cope with nondeterminism. Our calculus fits well into that structure and 
we feel that its use can highly reduce the cost of computing unifications and handling 
substitutions. At the same time, it gives us a formally derived, correct, implementation 
of NA. This provides a graph reduction model for narrowing, extended only with 
a backtracking mechanism. BAM [32] is a graph narrowing abstract machine, in 
which mechanisms to perform unification, in addition to backtracking, are needed. 
Actually, c-expressions, using integer as tuple indexes, do not exploit (in any way) the 
tree structure of Z-terms, although it has great relevance in several algorithms on 
C-terms including linear unification [42, 391. We are currently investigating adifferent 
calculus using paths instead of integers. Partial results are very promising giving, 
among other, rules to compute mgi in linear complexity through a suitable rephrasing 
of the above-mentioned unification algorithms. The same could be made for rules of 
u * to realize the mechanisms involved in [29, 321. 
Time Eficiency. Almost all computations, shown in the examples, would require 
few steps in the original formulation, when standard algorithms are used. In our 
calculus, such computations require many more steps, consider, for instance, the 
example in Section 7. Nevertheless, every step in the c-expression reduction corres- 
ponds to a real elementary operation. This is not true for the standard algorithms, in 
which every step corresponds to several elementary operations (for instance, location 
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retrieving and updating). An experimental implementation, realized in Lisp, supports 
such a thesis. 
Space eficiency. Generally, c-expressions are growing when reducing Eq applica- 
tions. This is due to the fact that mgi computes an instance of the initial C-tuple and 
c-expressions are a plain abstraction of Z-tuples. This problem can be overcome 
making c-expressions able to express C-tuples with structure sharing. At the moment, 
we are studying this kind of abstraction: the idea is to extend combinators Eq and t so 
that, for instance, [1,2] [2,3] S( l)S(3) is now expressed by [ 1,2,3] S(l, 3), and corres- 
pondingly by reformulating rules in R in such a way that [ 1,2,3] S( 1,3) can be reduced 
to S(l, 2,3) [l, 2,3]. Structure sharing is here expressed supplying a construction on 
S with the set of all the indexes to which S applies. This solution is the subject of future 
investigation in connection with the use of paths referred above. 
Full laziness. The evaluation mechanism based on the rewriting rules R, naturally 
copes with laziness [25]. At each computation step, the current c-expression is an 
approximation of the final solution. If such approximation contains enough informa- 
tion, the computation stops. In NA, laziness is useful to cut the narrowing derivation 
tree, for instance, when the current approximation shows that the solution is not 
interesting. This is the case when we obtain a binding (S h) for some variable and we 
are looking for 0. As for combinatory calculus, c-expressions are full meaning hence 
approximations, i.e. suspended computations, do not require closures [40]. Full 
laziness techniques [27] are under development, in order to simplify computations 
and to cope with particular situations, such as those arising from c-expressions with 
irreducible destruction applications. 
Parallelism. Parallelism fits well in this calculus, allowing for instance concurrent 
reductions of Eq applications. Consider the following, where T is an arbitrary 
c-expression: [1,2]S(1)[2,3]S(3)T. In this way, both [1,2]S(l) and [2,3]S(3) could 
be concurrently selected for reduction with rule 4b and 4c, respectively, yielding 
S(l)S(2) [l, 21 SJ(2)S(2)S(3) [2,3]SJ(2) T which, by rule 6a, is immediately reduced to 
S( l)S(2) [ 1,2] S(3) [2,3] S J(2) T. This suggests to use c-expressions as a computation 
framework to experiment parallel computations including algorithms for parallel 
unification [21]. 
Handling substitutions is hard and expensive; in fact, almost all implementations 
try to reduce, as much as possible, its impact. The most famous example is WAM 
[52,2], but similarly operates the already mentioned BAM, in which there is no need 
for substitutions: Variables are heap addresses and operations of put, to allocate cells, 
and of get and set, to access and modify values, are provided in the source code of the 
program clauses. In this way, there is a relevant gap between the language formal 
definition and its implementation: How obvious is that substitution composition is 
realized in WAM by term structure updating? How obvious is that renaming is 
obtained by the run-time cell allocation embodied in the calls of the procedures 
compiling the program clauses? And again, how obvious is the relation between the 
(algebraic) structure of substitutions, with its properties, and the structure of collec- 
tions of heap addresses? Our approach goes in the direction of avoiding substitutions, 
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but variables are now eliminated at the object level, since c-expressions are abstract 
syntax for the language formulas. The substitution rule, as a whole, is a language 
operation, and all the language operations are formally defined by rules replacing 
equal by equal. Hence, the reduction machine implementing the language is obtained 
using the rules defining the language operators as machine state transition rules. In 
this way, the language formal definition and its implementation cope perfectly. 
Ultimately, our machine is: (i) Compact (compare ARM0 with the WAM machinery 
for the substitution rule which includes, in addition to that provided for unification, 
the machinery for cell allocation, access and modification). (ii) Proved correct (as 
guaranteed by Propositions 7.1, 9.1, 10.1 and 11.1). (iii) Extendible (ARM3 for 
instance, is obtained through extensions starting from ARMO); hence, suitable for 
experimenting the integration of equational programming with other programming 
paradigms. At the moment, we are using c-expressions as the basis to formally derive 
a reduction machine for LEAF [6]. (iv) The product of a formal methodology: The 
calculus of c-expressions and the techniques introduced in the paper are quite general, 
and can be used, for instance, to formally derive reduction machines for logic 
programming extended with constructs for paradisiac features [3]. 
Appendix A 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. (b): Since i,j#[k, k+a- 11, the construction C,(k) is not 
involved in the unification of {(C,(k)H)/i, (C,(k)H)/j}; hence, 
CiJl W)H =(C,(k)H)mgu((C,(k)H)li, (GWW) 
= C,(k) W wWV(k i, 4, HIHW, 4)) 
= C,(k)CH(a, k k), H&L VI H. 
(c): From Lemma 2.6 in [22], if mgu(H/i’, H/j’)= 8 and mgu(H/i, H/j)=p then, 
lub(f?, p) = 8 mgu(Hie/i, He/j) = p mgu(Hip/i’, HP/j’); hence, [i, j] [i’, j’] H = [i, j] HO = 
H6 mgu(He/i, He/j) z H lub(8, p) zz Hp mgu(Hp/i’, Hplj’) = [i’, j’] [i, j]H. 
(d): Trivial. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Trivial when H1 and Hz are both C-tuples of n distinct 
variables. In fact, since q(H) = rc, q(H) V”= I/” and V” = Hp for the permutation p s.t. 
p( P/i) = H/i and p(H/i) = P/i for ie[l, n]. Let H be any Z-tuple of n (not necessarily 
distinct) variables for which q(H) I/” z H; hence, a permutation p exists such that 
q(H) V”= Hp. Consider now, the C-tuple H’ such that H/k= H’/k for k#i, and 
occ(H, H/i) = (i}, occ(H’,H’/i)={i,<i<... <i,}, then by mult q(H’)= [iI, i]q(H) 
and [ir , i] q(H) = H’p’ for p’ s.t. p’(H’/i) = mgi(H/ir , H/i) and p’(x) = p(x) everywhere 
else. This concludes the proof for tuples of variables; when constructors are con- 
sidered, the proof is immediate. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 6.3. Extends 8: q @O & is reduced to T such that if 7i has type 
n - > m, T- T, D( T2, n). By induction on the linear structure of TI : When TI = ‘IL only 
rules 1, 2b and 2c apply resulting into T=D(T,, n)-zD(T,,n) by Proposition 4.4(d). 
Let (T;@T,) be reduced to T;D(T,,n), and q=C(i)T; (T,=[i,j]T;). By 
rule 2a (3a) TI 0 T2 is reduced to C(i)(T; 0 T2) ([i,j](T; @ T2)) and then to 
C(i)(GD(G,n)) Kk_il(GWG,n))). 
We show that q(H,)D(q(H,),n)-q(H1 x Hz). By induction on H1: If H1 is a tuple 
of n distinct variables then q(H,)=z and, by Proposition 4.4(d), q(H1 x Hz)= 
D(q(H,), n)-xD(q(Hz), n). If Hi is a tuple of n distinct variables but HI/i= HI/j for 
a pair of indexes i, j<n, then v(H,)= [i,j] and, by induction on the constructions in 
D(q(HZ),n) and by Proposition 4.4(b), [i,j]D(q(H2),n)-r](H1 x H,). Finally, if HI 
contains a constructor, then q(H,)=C,(i)q(H;) and q(H1 x H2)=Ca(i)q(H; x Hz)- 
C,(i)v(H;)D(v(HAn) when rl(H; xH~)-~~(H;)D(II(Hz),~). 
N -congruence: Each rule e, = e2 satisfies --congruence. Trivial for rule 1 by 
Proposition 4.4(d). For rule 2a: ((C(i)T,) 0 T,)H=(C(i)T,)D(T,,n)H=C(i)(cD(T,, 
n))H. For rule 2b, (n@(C(i)T))H=~cD(C(i)T,n)H=c(i+n)D(c(i)T,n)H= 
C(i + n)(x 0 D(C(i) T, n)) by Proposition 4.4(d). Similarly, we can prove it for rules 3a 
and 3b. 0 
Proof of Proposition 7.1. Proposition 4.4 already shows the congruence for rules 4a 
and 5. Let H” be any arbitrary tuple of order n. 
(Rule 4a): Let H = TH”. Then 
GUI Cd4 TH” =(C,(n)H)msu((C,(n)H)/i, (GWWj) 
= WW mgW/H(k i, n), WH(kj, 4)) 
since C,(n) is not envolved in mgu because n${i,j); hence, 
[i,j] &(n)TH”= C,(n)[H(k, i, n), H(k,j, n)] TH”. 
(Rule 4b, and its symmetric 4~): Let H’= &(i)H and H = TH”. Then 
[i, j] C,(i) TH” = H’ mgu(H’/i, H’/j) 
=H’mgu((C,H/i...H/i+k-l),H/j+k-1). 
We distinguish between the following two cases: 
(a) If H’/j= H/j+ k- 1 is not a variable, then 
[i,j]C,(i)TH”=(C,(j)C,l(j)H’)mgu((C,H/i...H/i+k-l),H/j+k-l) 
since mgu( (C, H/i.. . H/i + k - l), H/j + k - 1) is either undefined or H/j + k - 1 has main 
constructor Ck; hence, 
[i,j]C,(i)TH”=(Ck(j)Ckl(j)Ck(i)H)mgu((CkH/i...H/i+k-1),H/j+k-1) 
=(C&)C,(j+k-l)Gl(j+k-l)H) 
mgu((&H/i...H/i+k-l),H/j+k-1). 
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Let now C,J(j+k-l)H=H”‘. Then 
[i,j]C,(i)TH”= C,(i)C,(j+ k- 1) H”‘mgu(H”‘/i, H/“/j+ k- 1) 
. ..mgu(H”‘/i+ k- 1, H”‘lj+2(k- 1)) 
since either H”’ is undefined or H/i= H”‘/i, . . . . H/i+k-l=H”‘/i+k-1. Moreover, 
H”‘/j + k - 1 is a term with main constructor Ck and unification of two terms with the 
same main constructor is the composition of the unifications of the sons; hence, 
[i,j]C,(i)TH”=C,(i)C,(j+k-l)[i,j+k-l] 
. ..[i+k-l.j+2(k-l)]C,J(j+k-l)TH”. 
(b) If H’/j = H/j + k - 1 is a variable and OCT holds then H/j + k - 1 does not occur 
in H/i and if vi, . . . . Ui+k_i are k distinct variables not occurring in H, then 
[i,j]C,(i)TH”=H’[H/j+k-lc(&H/i...H/i+k-1)] 
=H’[H/j+k-l+(Ckri...ui+k-i)][ai+H/i] 
. ..[ui+k-itH/i+k-l] 
=H’[H/j+k-l+(Ckri...ri+k_i)]mgu(H/i,vi) 
. ..mgu(H/i+k-l.ui+k_i) 
=Ck(i)H[H/j+k-l+(Ckvi...ui+k_i)]mgu(H/i,vi) 
. ..mgu(H/i+k-l.ri+k-1). 
Moreover,(H[H/j+k-l+(Ckui...ri+k-1 )])/j+k-l=(C,vi...ai+,_i)isatermwith 
main constructor Ck, and since destructions are weak inverses of constructions, we 
have HIH/j+k-l+-(Ckai..~Ui+k_l )]sC,(j+k-l)C,J(j+k-l)H; hence, 
[i,j]C,(i)TH”~CC,(i)C,(j+k-1)(C,~(j+k-1)Hmgu(H/i,H/j+k-1) 
. ..mgu(H/i+k-l.H/j+2(k-1)) 
=C,(i)C,(j+k-l)[i,j+k-1) 
. ..[i+k-l.j+2(k-l)]C,J(j+k-l)TH”. 
(Rules 6a, 6b): Trivial. 
(Rule 7a): CI, J(n) [i, j] H = Ck J(n) H mgu(H/i, H/j). We distinguish between the 
following two cases: 
(a) If H/n is not a variable, H/n has main constructor Ck (otherwise, both 
C,J(n)[i,j]H and [H(k,i,n),H(k,j,n)]Ckl(n)H are undefined), and, since n${i,j}, 
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neither C,(n) nor &J(n) are involved in mgu; hence, 
CA. l(n) GUI H 
= [H(k, i, n), H(k,.L 41 CkbdH. 
(b) If H/n is a variable, by definition of destruction and u,,, .. . , II,, +k_ 1 are assumed 
to be k distinct variables not occurring in H, then 
But, since n${i,j}, the new variables are not involved in mgu; hence, 
Then (a) applies also to HIH/nc(Cko,...u,+k_l )1/n having main constructor Ck. 
(Rule 7b, and its symmetric 7~): Ck 1 (i) [i, j] H = Ck 1 (i) H mgu(H/i, H/j). We distin- 
guish between the following two cases: 
(a) If (H mgu(H/i, H/j))/i is not a variable, then (H mgu(H/i, H/j))/i and 
(Hmgu(H/i, H/j))/j are the same term and have main constructor Ck (otherwise, both 
Ckl(i)[i,j]H and Ck(H(k,j,i))F(k,i,j)Ckl(i)Ckl(j)H are undefined), and, since de- 
structions are weak inverses of constructions, we have 
HmgU(H/i,Hlj)=Ck(i)Ckl(i)Ck(j)Ckl(j)HmgU(H/i,H/j); 
Ckl(i)Ci,jlH=Ckl(i)Ck(i)Ckl(i)Ck(j)Ckl(j)Hmgu(H/i,H/j) 
=Ckl(i)Ck(j)Ckl(j)Hmgu(H/i,Hlj) 
=Ck(H(k,j,i))Ckl(i)Ckl(j)Hmgu(H/i,Hlj) 
by rule 6b and i-c j. Moreover, applying unification to the sons of H/i and H/j, 
Ckl(i)Ci~jlH=Ck(H(~,j,i))(Ckl(i)Ckl(j)H)mgu((Ckl(i)Ckl(j)H)li, 
(Ckl(i)Ckl(j)H)lj+k-1) 
. ..mgu((C.1(i)C,1(j)H)/i+k-1, 
(Ckl(i)Ckl(j)H)lj+2(k-1)) 
=Ck(H(k,j,i))[i,j+k-l] 
. ..[i+k-l.j+2(k-l)]Ckl(i)C,l(j)H. 
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(b) If (H mgu(H/i, H/j))/i is a variable then, for the k distinct variables Vi, . . . , Vi+k- 1 
not occurring in H, 
and (a) applies also to HIH/it(Ck~i...~i+k_l )]/i having main constructor Ck. 0 
Proof of Proposition 7.2. To prove termination, we note first that R can be split into 
the system R - 4, which does not contain rule 4, and (4) which contains only rule 4. 
R -4 and (4) are both terminating. Especially, reducing T in R -4 means traversing 
all the constructions and equalities on the right of any destruction, stopping when 
destructions are at the bottom of the term. We note that applying rule 7b (and its 
analogous 7c), some equality can be replaced by K equalities, if K is the arity of the 
destruction currently considered, C,J, plus 1 construction. This increases the struc- 
ture to be traversed from the destructions, which precede Ck 1, if any. However, if Ck 1 
requires N reductions before being put at the bottom of the term, and E is the number 
of the equalities that it traverses, then at most N + K * E reductions are required by 
the destructions preceding C,l, Thus, since T is finite, R -4 is terminating. Similarly 
behaves (4) where equalities are traversing constructions. We conclude that R is not 
terminating if and only if some T exists whose R-reduction sequence contains 
infinitely many reductions with rule 4. We show that this does never happen. 
First, we note that such a sequence must contain infinitely many reductions with 
rule 4b (and/or its analogous 4~). Otherwise, let T be the term resulting after the last 
reduction with rule 4b (4~). Each equality in T must traverse only a finite number of 
constructions before coming into a position in which it follows any construction and 
precedes any destruction. This number has C+D as upper bound, where C is the 
number of constructions on its right, and D is the number of applications of rules 7b 
and 7c which need to reduce destructions, if any, on the right of the equality. D is 
a natural because R - 4 is terminating. Hence, for each equality we need at most C + D 
applications of rule 4a (if 4b and 4c occur only finitely many times in the reduction 
sequence). Finally, we note that rule 4b (4~) cannot be applied infinitely many times. 
Let [i,j]C,(i)T be the redex of the term at which rule 4b applies. Then 4b and 4c 
can further apply to C,(i)C,JH(k,j, i))F(k, i,j)C,J(H(k,j, i))T at most N times, where 
N is the number of constructions in R(T), i.e. in the normal form of T [by induction, 
we can always assume R(T) exists]. In fact, C,J(H(k,j, i)) T can produce, in addition, 
using 7b and 7c, new constructions but we show that because of the OCT(i, j, C,(i) T) 
such constructions cannot be involved in any reduction with F(k, i,j) using again rules 
4a or 4b. As a matter of fact, consider the redex F(k, i, j)C,J(H(k, j, i)) T, i.e. 
F(k, i, j)C, 1 (j + k - 1) T, and assume T= [p, q] T’ such that rule 7b or 7c applies to 
C,l( j+ k- 1) T (otherwise, some reductions with rules in R, notably 6b and 7a, must 
be considered before). Consider first 7b: p = j + k - 1, 4 > j + k - 1 (by definition of Eq) 
and let C,(H(k, q, p)) T” be the c-expression resulting from C,l( j + k - 1) T when 7b 
applies. Hence, F(k, i,j)C,l( j+k- l)T is reduced to F(k, i,j)C,(H(k,q,p))T”, where 
H(k, q, p) = q + k - 1 > j + 2(k - l), but the indexes in the equalities of F(k, i, j) are, by 
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definition, less than or equal to j + 2(k - 1). We conclude that constructions produced 
by rule 7b cannot be involved in any reduction with equalities F(k, i, j) using rules 4b 
or 4c. Consider 7c: p <j + k - 1, q =j + k - 1 and C,(p) T” is the c-expression resulting 
from Ck 5_( j+ k- 1) T when rule 7c applies. If p occurs in the indexes of the equalities 
F(k,i,j) then PE{~, . .. . i + k- l}, and because of the equality [p, q] in T, 
(TV)/p=(TV)/q=(TV)/j+ k- 1 for any tuple of distinct variable I/. But 
OCT(i,j, C,(i)T) guaranteed that (C,(i)TV)/j=(TV)/j+k- 1 does not occur in 
(C,(i) TV)/i. In particular, (TV)/j+ k - 1 must be different from (TV)/i, . . . , (TV)/i + 
k- 1. Hence, we conclude that p in (i, . . . , i + k - l} contradicts OCT test. 0 
Appendix B 
The irreducible disagreement set introduces a nice and compact calculus which 
embodies the occur-check test and is close to system R. We define a new class of 
expressions having constructions and destructions with an additional argument s, i.e. 
C,( j, S) and C,J( j, s). The argument s is the, possibly empty, set which contains the 
indexes in the expression with which the construction (destruction) C, at j has an 
irreducible disagreement set, i.e. any attempt o unify such construction (destruction) 
with terms indexed by s results into a failure. C-expressions are mapped in this kind of 
expressions adding to each construction (destruction) the empty set as the second 
additional argument. The system in Fig. 8 is again terminating. Moreover, if it stops 
Gh Ws, id) CW4 i, nA Wa,.i, n)l if n#{i,i}, 
(4) CCil C.(n,s) = CA s)C,(H(a,j, i) HS(a,j, s)) F(a, i,i) C.l(s(a,j, iA Wa, i, $1 if i =n, j&s, 
C&L sMi, Wa, i, sW@, i,i) C. 16, Wad 4) if j=n, i$s, 
(5) nT=T 
(6) C& s)cb(j, s’)= 
71 if C.=C, and i=j, 
Cb(ff(a,j, i), HS(a, i, s’))C.l(H(b, i,iX HSW, 4) if i#j, 
I 
CWa, i, 4, Wad n)l C. l(n, Ex(s, i,i)) if n${i,j}, 
(7) C.l(n,s)[i,j]= C.(H(a,j,i),s)F(a,i,j)C,J(i,s)C,J(j,s) if i=n and j#s, 
C.(i,s)F(a,i,j)C.l(i,s)C.l(j,s) if j=n and i$s, 
where 
DS(a,i,s)=su{uli<u<i+a-1}, 
Ex(s,i,j)= ’ 
{ 
if sn{i,j}={ }, 
s u {i, j} otherwise, 
HS(a’i’s)= 
{Wa,j, i) Ijss) if i&s, 
{H(a,j,i)ljes}u{ulidu<i+a-1) if iEs. 
Fig. 8. R extended with disagreement set. 
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with an expression Tin CEIZ form, then unification succeeds and the corresponding 
c-expression is obtained removing s from each construction (destruction) in T. If the 
reduction process stops with a T not in CEIZ form, this means that either rules 4b and 
4c or 7b and 7c cannot apply because the requirements on s are violated. Hence, 
unification fails. 
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